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 1 (Proceedings held in open court; April 10, 2012).

 2 THE COURT:  Good afternoon.  We are here for

 3 argument in the National Association of Chain Dru g Stores,

 4 et al., Plaintiffs, versus Express Scripts et al. , Defendants.

 5 Can counsel please identify themselves for the

 6 record.

 7 MR. ROBERTSON:  Good afternoon, Your Honor, my na me

 8 is Robby Robertson, with me I have Mr. Corey Rous h, on behalf

 9 of all the Plaintiffs in the case.  We also have some of the

10 Plaintiffs actually here, Mr. David Cippel, Mr. D avid Smith,

11 and Mr. William Thompson, also on behalf of the N ational

12 Association of Chain Drug Stores and also on beha lf of

13 National Community Pharmacists Association we hav e Mr. Don

14 Bell and Ms. Jennifer Ballard.

15 THE COURT:  Will any of those individuals be givi ng

16 testimony today?

17 MR. ROBERTSON:  Yes, Your Honor, me or Mr. Roush,

18 depending on what the issue is, will be questioni ng.

19 THE COURT:  For Defendants?

20 MR. STROYD:  Your Honor, Art Stroyd, Del Sole

21 Cavanaugh Stroyd, on behalf of the Defendants.

22 THE COURT:  Okay.

23 MR. ARONSON:  Clifford Aronson of the firm Skadde n

24 Arps on behalf of the Defendants.  I would also l ike to

25 introduce Julia Brncic, who is inside counsel at Express
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 1 Scripts.

 2 MR. KEYTE:  James Keyte from Skadden Arps as well .

 3 THE COURT:  Very good.

 4 All right.  Is Plaintiff ready to proceed?

 5 MR. ROBERTSON:  Yes, Your Honor.  And, Your Honor ,

 6 what I will be doing is working from the podium o ver there

 7 because it has the plug and everything.

 8 THE COURT:  That's fine.

 9 MR. ROBERTSON:  Thank you, Your Honor.

10 I think that there are two pending motions,

11 Your Honor, two main motions at issue.

12 THE COURT:  That's correct.

13 MR. ROBERTSON:  I will be addressing our

14 fundamental motion now.  If Your Honor wants me t o then deal

15 with the motion to dismiss, I can do that then or  wait until

16 after the other side has argued their motion.

17 THE COURT:  I would rather you do them at the sam e

18 time if you could.  Many of the arguments overlap , rather than

19 have to --

20 MR. ROBERTSON:  All right, Your Honor.  If

21 something new comes up, I would ask to reserve a tiny bit of

22 time to respond to something I didn't address.

23 THE COURT:  Very good.

24 MR. ROBERTSON:  Your Honor, we have just a few

25 slides, I don't have very many, but I want to dra w the Court's
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 1 attention to a few things that I have given the C ourt a copy

 2 of.

 3 THE COURT:  That's this?

 4 MR. ROBERTSON:  Yes, Your Honor.

 5 Now, I want to start off, Your Honor, with some

 6 basic background here.  I mean, in the real world , as we all

 7 know, the world in which we actually live, compet ition is a

 8 good thing, it's the American way of life.  It is  not just for

 9 sellers; it's also for buyers.  Buyers and seller s both have

10 to compete, and compete horizontally and vertical ly, in order

11 for our system to work.

12 Under the law, mergers that may, quote, may

13 substantially lessen competition, end quote, are illegal.

14 That's what the statute actually says.  We believ e that this

15 merger may substantially lessen competition.  We believe that

16 it will actually harm competition, but that's not  the burden

17 of proof that we have here today or any time in t his case.  We

18 believe that it will harm pharmacies and customer s, consumers

19 all across America.

20 Now, Express Scripts, their main argument that we

21 have seen so far -- and in their declarations the y have not

22 actually attacked any of the evidence we have put  in, any of

23 the declarations we have put in so far.  What the y are

24 actually saying, we believe, is essentially they are just too

25 big to stop.  They're too big.  They are too big of a company.
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 1 They have already integrated, they say.  We conte st that and I

 2 want to show Your Honor some things that they hav e been saying

 3 are not accurate.

 4 Now, we don't believe that what they're claiming,

 5 which is gaining efficiencies by squeezing pharma cies so hard

 6 they have to cut services, that that actually hel ps

 7 competition or helps America at all.  The way thi s works,

 8 Your Honor, I think we all know generally, I won' t take a lot

 9 of time on it, but if most people go into a pharm acy -- and

10 almost everybody, anybody who has insurance or wo rks for an

11 employer and has a plan, you go in there with a c ard.  It's

12 either going to be Caremark, for example, it coul d be Express

13 Scripts, Medco, those are the main ones.  There a re some

14 others, but those are the three big ones.

15 When you go in there and buy a drug, what happens

16 is the pharmacy actually has to go out and buy th e drug, stock

17 it, give service, give advice, do what pharmacist s do, then

18 they sell the customer the drug.

19 But the customer doesn't actually then pay for it .

20 The customer might have a copay, might not pay an ything at

21 all.

22 What happens is the large PBMs, the pharmacy

23 benefit managers, these huge companies that act m ore like

24 banks, they're the ones that end up paying and th ey collect

25 the money through all the plans or through the em ployer plans,
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 1 the whole fabric of the system, that's how it wor ks.

 2 So if I am a pharmacist -- and we have pharmacist s

 3 here in the back here, our clients -- they have t o get the

 4 drug, stock it, give all the good advice that a p harmacist

 5 gives to make sure it doesn't -- you don't take a  drug that

 6 hurts you because you are taking another drug tha t may

 7 conflict, and then when you make that sale, you e xpect to get

 8 paid by these Defendants.  These Defendants occup y, as the

 9 declarations say, anywhere from 30 to 60 percent of their

10 business.  That is a large chunk of their busines s.

11 Before they merged, there were three large PBMs.

12 Now there are two.  They could get by, many of th ese

13 companies, pharmacy companies and chain stores, w ith two.

14 They can't get by without the two that remain bec ause that

15 would be way too much of their business.  They ca n't say no to

16 either one of them anymore.  When one negotiates,  if you can't

17 say no, that takes away all of your leverage.

18 Why is that important?  Well, because when the

19 pharmacies then want to get paid, they go back to  these folks

20 and they don't pay them what the list price is on  that drug

21 they sold.  They sometimes, and often from the de clarations,

22 don't even pay them what it costs for the pharmac y to buy the

23 drug; not just how much it cost to have staff the re and have

24 people giving advice and have real educated pharm acists there

25 behind the counter, not even including that.
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 1 THE COURT:  That's an existing situation?

 2 MR. ROBERTSON:  Yes, yes.  And it is more of an

 3 issue with Express Scripts than it was with Medco  because by

 4 and large Medco's reimbursement rates were higher  than Express

 5 Scripts' before the merger.  So we believe -- one  of our

 6 points is that's an efficiency they will combine and lower the

 7 reimbursement rates that Medco was giving.  Well,  that's just

 8 squeezing money out of the pharmacy, robbing Pete r to pay Paul

 9 doesn't help America at all.  We will go through that and show

10 Your Honor what we mean by that.

11 Now, starting at the basics of antitrust, and thi s

12 is kind of an odd area of the law, most people in  this room,

13 the lawyers here, have been practicing in that ar ea, but it is

14 an obscure area of law I think to most people.  B ut it was

15 written at a time when Congress wanted to stop la rge mergers.

16 That's exactly what it was written for.  And it w as also

17 written at a time to protect small businesses aga inst large

18 mergers.

19 The law at that time, and still is the law today,

20 means something that aggregates market power at m ore than 20

21 to 30 percent, and in some cases, including Brown  Shoe, which

22 I have up on the screen, even a lower percentage than that.

23 Now, is a purpose of the antitrust law just to ga in

24 efficiencies?  Some people at the Chicago store l ike to say

25 that's true.  That's not the law.  Brown Shoe fro m 1962 says
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 1 that Congress has the desire to promote competiti on through

 2 the protection of viable, small, locally owned bu sinesses.

 3 Congress appreciated that occasional higher costs  and prices

 4 might result from the maintenance of fragmented i ndustries and

 5 markets.

 6 But what Congress wanted was decentralization.  I t

 7 didn't want to have large companies.  It wanted t o maintain

 8 the fabric of mom and pop stores and small stores  throughout

 9 America.  That's what the antitrust laws are abou t.  That's

10 what the Clayton Act is about.  That's what Brown  Shoe is

11 talking about.

12 One might think in 1962, well, is that still the

13 law today?  It absolutely is.  I just tried a cas e as the

14 Defendant, happened to have lost it, H&R Block, a nd the judge

15 there rightfully cited Brown Shoe because it is t he current

16 state of the law.  We would like to say maybe it shouldn't be,

17 but it is the law.  And so is Philadelphia Nation al Bank,

18 which we will talk about.

19 Philadelphia National Bank just a couple years

20 later, 1963, still the governing principle of the  Supreme

21 Court, said that you could have a combination of two companies

22 that have a fairly, what we think, a fairly small  market

23 share, but that's enough to stop it because we do n't want to

24 have an aggregation of market power.  In that cas e they

25 thought that 30 percent was clear, that was clear ly illegal as
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 1 a presumptive illegality.  If we did nothing else  and they

 2 didn't respond and we showed it was 30 percent or  more, it

 3 clearly is illegal under Philadelphia National Ba nk, we're

 4 done, we should be focused on remedies at this po int.

 5 Here in this hearing they haven't challenged any of

 6 the actual anticompetitive effects that we have r aised.  No

 7 declarations submitted, nothing at all, we're stu ck with this

 8 structural presumption.

 9 Now, that inference, they can rebut, bring in

10 evidence to show that actually this is a pro-comp etitive

11 merger that is going to increase competition.  We  haven't seen

12 any of that evidence, we don't believe it exists.   We don't

13 believe that simply saying there are efficiencies  matters at

14 all.  It may sound like a lot, billions of dollar s, the same

15 thing Staples and Office Depot said, and billions  of dollars,

16 the Court rejected it, because efficiencies have to be merger

17 specific, meaning they can't accomplish them exce pt for the

18 merger and they have to be passed through to cons umers.  We

19 will show that's not at all what we are talking a bout here.

20 Now, is the market share enough?  We have pled it ,

21 I will show Your Honor that, but also what they h ave attached,

22 the FTC statement, actually says it is more than 40 percent.

23 More than 40 percent in the broadest market.  And  they also,

24 the statement says, they understand that that wou ld make it

25 presumptively anticompetitive.
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 1 Now, the FTC decided not to do anything in this

 2 case.  They did not have a hearing.  They did not  have a

 3 hearing like this.  The person who wrote this sta tement, which

 4 we will talk about later, very fine trial lawyer who is now a

 5 commissioner, Mr. Rosch at the time, he would not  talk to us,

 6 would not hear our arguments, would not let us ev en talk to

 7 him at all.

 8 We did not see any of the evidence that they had on

 9 the arguments they presented to the FTC.  Nobody has.  It's

10 all -- it was all done in secret, which is the wa y the FTC

11 works until they go into an adjudicative process,  which they

12 do have at the FTC.  They have ALJs there and all  of that.  We

13 never got that far.  We haven't had our day in co urt yet.

14 The idea that the Defendants raise that we should

15 defer to the FTC decision not to prosecute here o r not to

16 bring a challenge, that's not what the courts hav e held.

17 There isn't any court out there that says, well, we should

18 defer to an agency's decision not to bring a case .  Just there

19 isn't any law on that.

20 There's law on the other side that supports our

21 position, AlliedSignal from the Seventh Circuit, for example,

22 quoting American Stores, which is a Supreme Court  case as we

23 all know here.

24 The Broadcom case here in the Third Circuit, not a

25 merger case, but it was a case where the FTC had chosen not to
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 1 do anything.

 2 And also Tasty Baking where the courts, federal

 3 regulators, won't necessarily challenge every tro ublesome

 4 merger.

 5 It is true, in fact the FTC itself has been prett y

 6 self-critical.  It's done its own analysis in loo king at seven

 7 mergers that were close, just like this, in terms  of numbers,

 8 and they decided not to prosecute them, and they found out

 9 later that they in fact -- that there was an anti competitive

10 effect and prices actually did go up.  So they do  understand

11 that they make mistakes, that they don't go all t he way

12 through the point of having an administrative hea ring or

13 having a court hearing like we want to have here.   So a

14 decision not to prosecute doesn't mean much at al l and it is

15 certainly not evidence.

16 Like the FTC, we actually have pled in the

17 complaint what the market shares are.  We have an  expert

18 report discussing market share as well, and in ev ery market

19 that we have alleged, we have gone from 31 percen t to 50 to

20 60 percent, way above what the courts require, wh ich is down

21 to the 20 to 30 percent threshold.

22 In terms of a hold separate order, I think this i s

23 something that may be unusual in most cases, and I don't know

24 if Your Honor knows, but most cases from the time  the Clayton

25 Act was written were post-consummated merger chal lenges.  They
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 1 weren't before the fact, they were after the fact .  One would

 2 think with Hart-Scott-Rodino that would change, r ight now it's

 3 about half and half.  About half the mergers are being

 4 challenged and have hearings, actual trials that are

 5 post-consummated mergers.

 6 I have tried three myself in the last few years.

 7 And in those, the FTC had two in the last couple years, and of

 8 the last four that the FTC had, they had two hold  separates,

 9 two hold separates.  One was a LabCorp case Mr. R oush and I

10 tried.  They also had a hold separate in ProMedic a, which a

11 district court entered just about a year ago.  Th en the FTC

12 then had a hearing on the merits after that.

13 So having hold separates is not unusual.  In the

14 Ninth Circuit in American Stores the argument was  you couldn't

15 get it as a private Plaintiff.  The Ninth Circuit  had reversed

16 the district court upon its holding that there sh ould be a

17 hold separate, that it ordered a hold separate, b ut the

18 Supreme Court reversed the Ninth Circuit and orde red a hold

19 separate, which is in fact what happened in that case.

20 In Tasty Baking here in this circuit there was a

21 hold separate as well.

22 A bunch of other cases we have on here, I don't

23 want to go through all of them, but just some exa mples of

24 other cases where a hold separate was entered.  I t's part of

25 equitable relief.  A part of -- within the discre tion of the
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 1 court in order to preserve the status quo, which was before we

 2 filed the lawsuit until the time we can get a hea ring on the

 3 merits.

 4 Now, what is it that we're asking now?  Because, as

 5 I said the other day with Your Honor, a lot has c hanged in a

 6 very few days.  We're trying to keep up with all of this.

 7 Huge company, we believe a huge company means hug e problems

 8 for competition, but it was surprising to us that  they said

 9 they had already integrated.  We don't believe th at's true,

10 but we do believe that some things have changed a nd we want to

11 address that.

12 What we want to have in this case today is a hold

13 separate that keeps the systems separate, the sys tems that

14 deal with pharmacies, the Plaintiffs in this case .

15 THE COURT:  Well, let's start here.  What do you

16 think has happened so far as far as the integrati on is

17 concerned?

18 MR. ROBERTSON:  I think they have done a lot of

19 planning.  I think they fired a lot of senior exe cutives or

20 let them go and given them parachutes, whatever.  The CEO of

21 Medco is gone.  A lot of the supervisors are gone .  The

22 lobbyists in Washington, DC, seem to be off on ot her jobs.

23 The system that does what I described as buying a nd

24 selling of drugs with the pharmacies at different  prices,

25 Medco being higher than Express Scripts, is still  separate.
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 1 It's still operating separately today.  You go to  a pharmacy

 2 and you walk up to the computer and you put in a drug.  If

 3 it's a Medco patient, Medco is still there.  You still get

 4 paid at a Medco rate, not at an Express Scripts r ate.  They

 5 have different numbers, Bin numbers, different sy stems, and I

 6 will show Your Honor some documents that relate t o that, what

 7 they are telling the public on this.  So that's w hat we are

 8 focused on.

 9 We would also like to have their ability frozen t o

10 take the Medco, for example, mail order system an d take

11 pharmacy drugs that our pharmacists sell and forc e customers

12 to buy them from Express Scripts.  In other words , if I go

13 into a pharmacy and I have a prescription, right now what

14 Express Scripts can choose to do is say, I'm sorr y, you cannot

15 buy from that pharmacy, I have to go mail order.

16 We have examples in our declarations, including t he

17 one from Mr. Smith, explaining how that hurts cus tomers, it

18 hurts consumers.  It also harms him because what they are

19 doing is taking away some of the more expensive d rugs and

20 sales from the pharmacy and directing it to their  dot-com.

21 THE COURT:  What is your information that suggest s

22 that that will happen?

23 MR. ROBERTSON:  That's what Express Scripts has

24 already been doing on its own; and since they're incorporating

25 Medco into Express Scripts, that's what we would expect to
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 1 have happen with Express Scripts.

 2 THE COURT:  When do you think that will happen?

 3 MR. ROBERTSON:  As soon as they begin to actually

 4 combine the two systems together.

 5 THE COURT:  So you think immediately upon combini ng

 6 the two systems that will happen?

 7 MR. ROBERTSON:  Yes, Your Honor, because once the

 8 systems are combined, then it all is Express Scri pts.

 9 The contracts that counsel mentioned the other da y

10 on the phone, he said they only change every thre e years or

11 so, that's not what sets the rates.  The rates ar e set on an

12 almost daily basis by Express Scripts or Medco or  Caremark and

13 other PBMs.  Those individual rates.  It's not ju st one rate

14 for one drug for Express Scripts; they have hundr eds of

15 different rates that they have.  They change them  all the

16 time.  They are commonly referred to as MAC rates  or MAC

17 reimbursement rates.

18 So, for example, if a pharmacy buys a drug at $30

19 and actually pays for it at $30, Express Scripts may choose to

20 only pay 25.

21 THE COURT:  Did Medco do that?

22 MR. ROBERTSON:  Not as often as Express Scripts.

23 In fact, their rates happen to be on average high er than

24 Express Scripts and, so, there was a way above th e cost of the

25 product for the pharmacies to then have money to pay for
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 1 hiring the pharmacist, for having the facility, f or staying

 2 open on Sundays, for doing all the things that cu stomers

 3 really want in terms of value and day-to-day supp ort that we

 4 expect from pharmacies.

 5 If you are getting less than the drug actually

 6 costs, not only do you not have enough money to p ay for the

 7 drug, you don't have money to pay for these other  things.

 8 THE COURT:  Let's assume you are wrong in terms o f

 9 your analysis of the integration so far, assume i t's more

10 involved than that, assume that what they are say ing is true,

11 the integration is further along than what you ha ve

12 characterized as planning, firing senior executiv es and --

13 MR. ROBERTSON:  In terms of the law, Your Honor,

14 Your Honor could roll this thing completely back and rescind

15 it.  That's what Elders Grain did, that's what Ju dge Posner

16 did there.  That's within the Court's power.  I a m trying to

17 find a way that's reasonable so that we can proce ed on a quick

18 pace to the merits of this case and at least redu ce some of

19 the harm to my clients.

20 THE COURT:  How would this rolling back look,

21 assuming that even what you say has happened has happened, the

22 firing of the senior executives, the firing of th e

23 supervision, who would be running the show exactl y over at

24 Medco?

25 MR. ROBERTSON:  The same people that are running it
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 1 right now because there are two different systems .

 2 THE COURT:  So you are suggesting that it be

 3 somebody other than ESI?

 4 MR. ROBERTSON:  The people that now work for ESI,

 5 but they will have to separate those people out a nd make sure

 6 they are not comparing notes --

 7 THE COURT:  So the inside ESI people would be

 8 running it?

 9 MR. ROBERTSON:  That's what the hold separate wou ld

10 be.  From an administrative standpoint, they can still be run

11 and HR and things like that by Express Scripts.  When we do

12 hold separates -- and I have done hold separates with the FTC,

13 for example, we have done that.  Even at LabCorp,  which was a

14 laboratory company in California, we actually sup ported the

15 building maintenance and HR and administrative th ings.  What

16 we couldn't do is negotiate rates.  We couldn't h ave -- we

17 couldn't negotiate prices, which is what antitrus t is mainly

18 concerned about.

19 That was something that could be done.  It's been

20 done in hospital cases and even more extreme case s.  The FTC

21 entered at the end of the day with a hold separat e that said,

22 set separate negotiating teams for prices.  The a dministration

23 of a large company isn't what hurts my client.  I t's the fact

24 that the company controls the negotiation of rate s.  It's the

25 price that counts and the ability to divert sales  from the
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 1 pharmacy to themselves.

 2 We had talked in our briefs, and I won't go too

 3 much into this, but in terms of delay I think You r Honor now

 4 knows what happened here.  They did not say they were going to

 5 close on Monday morning.  They never did say that .  They did

 6 say on the 28th that they would close as early as  the

 7 following week.  We then filed a lawsuit the next  morning.

 8 THE COURT:  Was that lawsuit served on Defendants ?

 9 MR. ROBERTSON:  Absolutely, that very same day,

10 then the next morning I called Mr. Aronson and we  had a

11 discussion because we wanted to make sure that we  did not do

12 an ex parte TRO.  We wanted to have a discussion with him.  He

13 had to get back to us on whether they would agree  to certain

14 of these issues.  Got back to us at about 3:30 in  the

15 afternoon on Friday.  Did not tell us they were g oing to close

16 before 8 o'clock on Monday morning.  

17 THE COURT:  Tell me a little bit more about that

18 discussion, the nature of that discussion in term s of the

19 negotiation.  Was it the negotiation of terms so you would not

20 have to go forward with the TRO?  Is that what yo u're

21 suggesting happened that day?

22 MR. ROBERTSON:  We talked about that, talked abou t

23 whether there would be a hold separate and whethe r we could

24 negotiate some kind of hold separate.  We didn't get very far

25 with that because his answer was -- the answer wa s no.
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 1 THE COURT:  So there was no agreement.

 2 MR. ROBERTSON:  I asked, can you enter into a

 3 protective order because if you gave me a protect ive order I

 4 can find out what's going on here because we have  now sued

 5 you, and typically in cases I have been in, and I  have done a

 6 lot of these injunction cases, the first thing yo u do is get a

 7 protective order so outside counsel can share con fidential

 8 information.  He said no to that, he declined to do that.

 9 I asked, can you tell me what your plans are for

10 the company?  He declined to tell me that.

11 Did not expect that from Friday afternoon when we

12 had not even heard from the FTC, hadn't heard any thing from

13 them, that by 8:10 on Monday morning that they wo uld have

14 closed.  When I called him about an hour later, h e said, oh,

15 we have already integrated.

16 I said, that's not possible.  I don't believe it is

17 possible and I don't believe it's accurate.

18 Now, they could say all day long maybe we should

19 have sued months in advance.  Well, Your Honor al ready hit the

20 nail on the head the other day when we talked, wh ich is in

21 order to sue, we have to show threatened harm.  W ell, before

22 we got to the end of the FTC process there were t wo problems.

23 One was that the FTC itself had stopped the merge r by filing a

24 second request, by sending out subpoenas.  Under the law the

25 way that works, that stops the merger in its trac ks.  That's
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 1 where we were at that point.

 2 So it would be difficult for me to argue in front

 3 of Your Honor two months ago that we had some imm ediacy of

 4 harm that was going to happen when the merger cou ld not go

 5 forward.

 6 Now, the courts have actually figured this out.

 7 Best case on point is South Austin Coalition by J udge

 8 Easterbrook in the Seventh Circuit in a merger ca se which is

 9 being reviewed as an SBC case, their merger.  He dismissed the

10 case that had been filed before the FTC had finis hed its

11 review of the telecom merger and said that it was  not ripe

12 yet.  It was not ripe because the parties could n ot close,

13 just like we had here; and, secondly, because it would

14 interfere with the process -- I want to explain a  little bit

15 about that -- and waste everybody's time.

16 Imagine if everybody had to file multiple lawsuit s

17 across the country just because we know there is an FTC

18 investigation or a DOJ investigation when nobody can close the

19 deal.

20 Part of the reason why it makes it impossible in

21 that case, and in this case too, is that part of the agency

22 process is to see if there's some way you can wor k it out, is

23 there some remedy.

24 The FTC had actually talked to us about that, abo ut

25 a remedy, and Your Honor will see evidence later in this case
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 1 about what happened during that discussion.  We k now that

 2 these folks talked to the FTC about a remedy.  We  know that

 3 the commissioners were working on a remedy.  But from the

 4 statement it says, and from Commissioner Brill's statement and

 5 also the statement in the -- by Chairman Leibowit z in the

 6 official statement there, that they only had a vo te of two to

 7 two for the remedy.  So they deadlocked on a reme dy.

 8 Well, if they had come up with a remedy and

 9 Your Honor had come up with a different remedy at  the same

10 time, imagine the chaos.  Imagine if there were 1 4 district

11 court judges around the country with different cl aims.  And as

12 counsel has pointed out, there were a lot of peop le

13 complaining in this case, there were Congressiona l hearings,

14 there were thousands of different pharmacies, the re were a lot

15 of people who were complaining, consumer groups.  It's just

16 not the law that you have to file prematurely in order to not

17 file too late.

18 We did file when they said, we're going to close

19 next week, thought we had no choice at that point .  We still

20 hadn't heard from the FTC, but we thought, if the y're saying

21 they are going to close next week, something must  be

22 happening, and we didn't imagine it would happen that fast,

23 but it did.  But at least we did sue before they even had

24 clearance from the FTC to close the merger at all .

25 Now, in terms of harm, we have gone through this a
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 1 little bit on the phone.  Your Honor has the decl arations, and

 2 there are quite a few.  We also have a couple I w ill focus on

 3 from Klingensmith, from David Cippel who is here;  and we also

 4 have from Means Lauf Superdrug, we also have from  there David

 5 Smith who is also here as well.  They filed decla rations to

 6 describe the immediacy of the harm.

 7 Klingensmith, because of the behavior of Express

 8 Scripts, has had to close stores already over the  last year

 9 because of this low pricing and reimbursement rat es and below

10 cost reimbursement rates.  If they bring the Medc o rates down

11 to where the Express Scripts rates are, which is what we

12 believe will happen, then he will have to close o ther stores.

13 That's real.  He is very concerned about it.

14 Mr. Smith also describes the same thing and says

15 that the MAC list pricing has -- between these tw o companies

16 that merged -- it actually started going down jus t a couple

17 months ago as they were approaching the merger.  Hasn't come

18 together yet, but it started coming together.

19 So that tells us what the trend is.  And we have

20 actually gone out and checked to see what the pri cing is, and

21 that's in fact what has happened.

22 Unless they just stop because the Court says so, we

23 expect them to keep narrowing that range and then  it will be

24 one system and it will be the Express Scripts rat es.  That

25 will cause a lot of harm.  In terms of diversion from
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 1 pharmacies to --

 2 THE COURT:  How close are the rates now?

 3 MR. ROBERTSON:  I am sorry?

 4 THE COURT:  How close are the rates now?

 5 MR. ROBERTSON:  They're still, from what we can

 6 tell, they're still about 3 or so percent apart, which is

 7 significant in this business.  That's on average.   There are

 8 100 different rates.  So for one pharmacy it coul d be worse

 9 than that.

10 We have some examples, Mr. Cippel's declaration

11 where he showed some drugs where he is actually b eing

12 reimbursed below cost, actual examples.  These ar e Express

13 Scripts rates, not Medco rates.

14 THE COURT:  That is not a system that's going to --

15 that exists now for him?

16 MR. ROBERTSON:  Right.  But once they come

17 together, then he is going to get those prices on  those drugs

18 from all the drugs that he buys or sells to those  now combined

19 large, large PBMs.

20 We also have consumer harm that Mr. Smith describ es

21 in diverting all of these sales to mail order or a lot of

22 sales to mail order.  That people are over-buying , people are

23 not getting the prescriptions they need.  There's  a reason to

24 have a local pharmacy.  And if people choose to d o mail order,

25 that's one thing.  But if you make them go to a m ail order and
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 1 take away the ability of their local pharmacists to help them

 2 out, it not only hurts the consumer, but it hurts  the goodwill

 3 of these pharmacies.

 4 If I go into the pharmacy and I have got a

 5 prescription, I expect I can get that drug there.   When I go

 6 and they say, no, I am sorry, you have to go home  and fill out

 7 a form and mail it in and they will send it to yo u, and, by

 8 the way, they will send you the 90 days whether y ou want it or

 9 not.

10 THE COURT:  In the briefing it says they have no

11 interest in pursuing a course of conduct that wou ld lead to

12 pharmacies going out of business because CMS and plan sponsors

13 need to have -- geographically need to have these  pharmacies

14 in these localities.  What is your response to th at?

15 MR. ROBERTSON:  I don't think they have the same

16 consumer interest at heart.  I think the large co mpanies tend

17 to do a better job of having consumer interests a t heart when

18 they have to compete.  When they don't have to co mpete, then

19 they can tell the large plans or the big plans --  and it's

20 happened to people, it's happened to me where the y can say,

21 you don't go to the particular AB brand store, yo u have to go

22 across town to another one, that's good enough fo r Express

23 Scripts.  And for a large company they may not kn ow, may not

24 be able to change it, and the case I am thinking of it took a

25 lot of customers and consumers complaining about it back
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 1 through their employer to get that addressed.  It  took a long

 2 time.  There are now chains that do not do busine ss with one

 3 or the other, Express Scripts or Medco.  In fact,  it's Express

 4 Scripts that seems to be the culprit in all the t imes I know

 5 of.

 6 THE COURT:  Isn't that their argument, that that

 7 would lead to more of those entities not doing bu siness with

 8 them if they were to create a system where local pharmacies

 9 would go the way of the dinosaur?

10 MR. ROBERTSON:  And they can charge larger prices

11 if they have that much market power, No. 1.

12 No. 2, they can divert more sales to mail order,

13 that saves money they will say.  We have examples  it doesn't

14 save money and it is hard for an employer to know  whether they

15 are saving money or not.

16 We can show evidence in this case there are cases

17 where the pharmacy can sell, for example, a gener ic product at

18 a lower price than what they actually charge in m ail order.

19 With the lower price you get a real person that g ets to talk

20 to you.

21 I don't think that Express Scripts puts that much

22 benefit on the real person at the counter because  that's not

23 where they make their money.  They make their mon ey by banking

24 and managing the funds for the sale of drugs that  the doctors

25 prescribe.  They don't prescribe the drugs.  The drugs have to
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 1 be bought, the drugs have to be used.  They don't  really

 2 change that.  What they change is how much people  pay for it

 3 and from where they buy it.  

 4 So to say they are going to be benevolent in

 5 helping consumers out is the same old thing that AT&T said

 6 back when they were the big AT&T.  That we're ben evolent, we

 7 are here to help people.  Well, large companies j ust don't do

 8 that without competition, in my experience, and I  think that's

 9 what the courts and the case law shows, I think i t does.

10 I mentioned Lauf also and Mr. Smith there.  These

11 rates, by the way, change all the time.  They jus t don't

12 change every three years as counsel was suggestin g on the

13 phone the other day.

14 They also, one of the concerns he raises in his

15 declaration is the exchange of data, which is why  we want to

16 put a wall between the two systems.  The Express Scripts

17 people can get their hands on the data about Medc o customers

18 that pharmacies have, then approach them directly  to divert

19 sales from the pharmacy to their mail order syste m.  That's

20 what they can do if they have access to the presc riptions and

21 the information about the customers and all of th at.  Before

22 that, it was not a problem.  Now as the two are c ombining it's

23 becoming a serious threat.

24 We have a number of other declarations here.  I

25 think Your Honor has seen them.  But I think what  is different
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 1 now than what we had before, before when there we re three

 2 large PBMs, as these declarations make clear, it was possible

 3 to say no to one of them.  Now when there are onl y two, they

 4 can't say no to either of them.  That takes away their clout.

 5 That is where the essence of market power comes i nto play

 6 here.  When I'm negotiating, for example, if I wa nt to get a

 7 job somewhere, if I have three choices, I have mo re leverage

 8 than if I now have two.  It is a real problem if I have to say

 9 yes to those two because each of them combined ha s over

10 50 percent of my business.  That is what's going on here.

11 Now, going to this issue of, are the eggs scrambl ed

12 or not scrambled and that kind of thing.  We have  in the

13 exhibits a Q&A.  I would like to tender to the Co urt just a

14 copy of it.  I think it's in the pleadings, but j ust so the

15 Court can see it a little clearer than I have it on the screen

16 here.  I will describe what the Q&A is.

17 What they told the Court and what they told me

18 upon --

19 THE COURT:  I can see it up here fine on the

20 screen.  I am familiar generally with the argumen t that was

21 made.

22 What I am curious about is when this was captured .

23 What's the date of this capture?

24 MR. ROBERTSON:  We took it down just the other da y

25 after we filed the temporary restraining order.  We believe
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 1 our pharmacists are telling us it is now the curr ent Q&A.

 2 THE COURT:  So that's still on the system?

 3 MR. ROBERTSON:  That's still what we have.

 4 MR. ROUSH:  As recently as Friday we saw this

 5 online, Your Honor.

 6 MR. ROBERTSON:  In fact, the Q&A itself says that

 7 there are no changes in the networks, no changes in the

 8 contracts, and on the next page no changes to pho ne number,

 9 contracts, claimant's procedures.  Same points of  contact.  We

10 will notify you if changes occur.

11 They have not done that.  They haven't told anybo dy

12 that they have changed the networks.  Only in cou rt have they

13 given an implication, not quite said it, but an i mplication

14 the networks have been combined.

15 So on Friday when we saw this I checked to see wi th

16 several of our Plaintiffs, what do you see in the  pharmacy?

17 Well, they are separate systems.  They are separa te prices.

18 They are still Medco, they're still Express Scrip ts.  There

19 are still different prices for each of them and d ifferent

20 numbers, different nomenclature.  From their pers pective, it's

21 the same as it was a week ago, two weeks ago, two  years ago.

22 It hasn't changed.

23 Well, if it hasn't changed, we would like it not to

24 change, and they haven't notified anybody of this .  This is

25 what they are telling the world, and they ought t o stick with
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 1 it.  They don't have to rehire the CEO of Medco.  I don't

 2 think any of our pharmacies actually dealt with h im.  We don't

 3 really care he is not there.  But we want the sys tems to stay

 4 separate the way they are now, but also want them  to stop

 5 sharing information between the systems so that t hey can use

 6 it to use their market power to divert sales.

 7 Now, a few other facts out there.  Just on

 8 April 6th their chief medical officer said that t hey

 9 essentially hadn't even done due diligence yet in  the merger,

10 they're just starting.

11 THE COURT:  Doesn't this cut against your immedia cy

12 argument then?

13 MR. ROBERTSON:  Not because they say they are doi ng

14 it.  What I am trying to show is that what they a re telling

15 other people --

16 THE COURT:  Let's assume this is correct then,

17 let's just say you are correct and this is all tr ue, does it

18 not cut against the immediacy argument?

19 MR. ROBERTSON:  It doesn't because what I am tryi ng

20 to find is not only a preservation of the status quo on the

21 systems, but also to make sure that they can't us e each

22 other's systems to bargain for essentially lower reimbursement

23 rates or for diversion.  That is something, unles s the Court

24 stops them, there's nothing that is telling me th at they can't

25 do that.  In fact, their own general counsel sugg ested that's
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 1 what they're doing.  In fact, that's what his dec laration

 2 actually says.

 3 Now, what they're saying out there in the public in

 4 their 10K, for example, is that the integration i s complex,

 5 costly, and time-consuming and they have only bee n able to

 6 conduct limited planning regarding the integratio n of the two

 7 companies following the merger.  This is what the y are telling

 8 their shareholders in securities filings, yet the y are not

 9 saying the same thing here in court.

10 I think that there are laws in here too, but ther e

11 are laws in terms of security filings that say yo u have to be

12 very truthful.  They haven't changed that.

13 Now, in terms of whether this is unusual to

14 integrate in the wee hours of the morning on a Mo nday morning

15 before 8:10 a.m., the last merger they did, which  was much

16 smaller, took them 12 to 18 months, as their CFO,  Jeffrey

17 Hall, stated in an earnings call.  Again, it has to be

18 accurate when they talk to shareholders.  Also no t normal when

19 the analysts are looking at this, that in all of these

20 combinations -- there have been a lot of them in PBMs, smaller

21 PBMs, and also mergers including Express Scripts -- that it

22 takes several years for this to completely come t ogether.

23 And what they're telling people out there,

24 Your Honor -- they are not saying, by the way, if  you make us

25 hold separate, the systems, that that somehow is going to keep
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 1 us from giving money back to consumers.  The inte gration and

 2 the efficiencies, what they mean by that is squee zing out more

 3 reimbursements from pharmacies.  They intend to h ave that help

 4 their earnings.  We have this on this slide, but also more

 5 clearly in the proxy statement where they were te lling the

 6 Medco shareholders why they should vote for the d eal.  Vote

 7 for the deal because the earnings of the combined  company will

 8 be enhanced as synergies and other efficiencies a rising from

 9 the merger are realized over time.

10 The billion dollar number they throw around,

11 Your Honor, that is way out in the future, it's n ot today.

12 But still what they're telling people is that the y're doing

13 this because they want to make more money.  I don 't blame

14 them, that's what companies do.  But the law says  that you

15 can't use that as a defense to a merger case when  you're

16 aggregating a lot of power in one company as an e fficiency

17 defense.  Just because you can make more money is  not a

18 defense.

19 They also have to prove it's merger specific.  Th at

20 they can't do any these things absent the merger.

21 Now, we do understand, Your Honor, that we're

22 asking the Court to do something that is difficul t in the

23 sense that it's a large company that we are deali ng with here.

24 And most of the clients that we have are very sma ll, very

25 small pharmacies that we have here.  In fact, our  first client
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 1 in this was a community pharmacist who came to us .  This is a

 2 large company.  It's a huge company.  It is a hug e merger.

 3 But we also know that large mergers create large

 4 problems and create large competitive effects.  I t was in fact

 5 at the very beginning when this act was written t hat that's

 6 what the act was focused on.  It was focused on l arge mergers

 7 and the harm that can come from them.  If they sa y that

 8 efficiencies are great or that the structure of t he market

 9 needs to change and maybe we ought to get rid of some of the

10 smaller pharmacies and maybe it's sort of the ama zon.com trend

11 is the way to go, if that's true, they can do tha t on their

12 own.  They can't do that, they can't change the f abric of

13 competition through a merger.  They can do it on their own.

14 Because of the free market system, I couldn't com plain about

15 that.  But you can't do it through a merger.  Tha t's what they

16 have done here and that's what they intend to do.

17 Now, I would like to address a few issues on the

18 motion to dismiss.

19 THE COURT:  Before you leave the PI, talk to me

20 about why the harm to your clients is not compens able with

21 money.

22 MR. ROBERTSON:  I think that part of the issue is

23 if you lose customers and lose goodwill -- and in  this circuit

24 we have cases that we have cited in our brief tha t call

25 irreparable harm loss of goodwill, loss of custom ers -- it's
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 1 hard to get that back and you can't quantify it v ery easily.

 2 I can't quantify goodwill very easily.

 3 I also think that when you have to shut down

 4 stores, as Mr. Cippel has said, you shut them dow n, they're

 5 gone.  I think that losing a business is irrepara ble harm.

 6 That's what the law has been in this circuit.  Ot her places

 7 maybe not so, but in this circuit that has been t he law.

 8 So I think that this is the kind of thing that

 9 Congress was talking about in terms of threat of harm, threat

10 of competitive harm that the statute is designed to address.

11 The moment someone says, oh, they can get all the  damages they

12 want, believe me, in a year when we come back and  try to get

13 damages, the first thing out of their mouths woul d be it's too

14 speculative, we can't tell what it is, we can't t ell whether

15 that company would still have been in business or  not, we

16 can't tell whether Mr. Cippel would have really s hut down

17 those stores; and we can't tell what the goodwill  is because

18 it's hard to calculate, it's hard to tell what co nsumers

19 really think about the fact they no longer can go  to a

20 pharmacy and they have to go to mail order.  All of these

21 things that make it irreparable in any case, any small case,

22 if this were a dealer case, a small case, it woul d be

23 irreparable harm.  This is a large case, it's irr eparable harm

24 too.

25 Does that answer your question, Your Honor?
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 1 THE COURT:  That's your position.

 2 MR. ROBERTSON:  Thank you.

 3 And Your Honor was right that some these things

 4 overlap, so I have already covered the issue of w hen we filed

 5 and all of that issue.

 6 I do want to just address briefly the claim that

 7 the complaint isn't big enough, potentially their  Twombly

 8 motion, that 47 pages isn't enough, they would li ke to have

 9 more.

10 THE COURT:  That's not exactly their position, bu t

11 okay.

12 MR. ROBERTSON:  Well, clearly this is more than a

13 short plain statement.  I think people have misin terpreted

14 Twombly to try to say you have to allege all kind s of facts

15 and every proof you need to have.  That is not th e way the

16 courts are going and certainly not the courts her e in the

17 Third Circuit in the Phillips case, for example, have been

18 going.

19 We read Twombly for what it says, which is it's n ot

20 a higher standard in antitrust than it is in any other case.

21 If Your Honor looks at any of the complaints that  FTC or

22 Department of Justice file in these cases, especi ally at the

23 FTC, they are very short.  They are short and pla in

24 statements.

25 We have alleged all the elements.  They don't cla im
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 1 we don't.  Thee don't like the markets, but we ha ve pled them.

 2 We have pled them that there are cross-elasticiti es of demand.

 3 We have pled all the things that show that these markets are

 4 unique.  They don't agree with them, they don't l ike them, but

 5 that's why you have a trial.  It is not a reason to dismiss

 6 the complaint.

 7 They have also said that, well, buyer power, that 's

 8 why you have a claim essentially, that really thi s is a good

 9 merger because it benefits consumers because ther e will be

10 lower prices.  We dispute that.  We dispute it in  the

11 complaint; we dispute it now; we will dispute it when we have

12 a trial.

13 The claim this is not antitrust injury is not

14 correct.  It's been tried here in the Third Circu it in the

15 West Penn case, been tried in the Bellevue case.  I think the

16 Bellevue case, which NACDS, one of the Plaintiffs  here, was

17 involved with, is a key example because it is an example of

18 West Penn and Bellevue.  West Penn directly held that

19 artificially depressed reimbursement rates consti tutes an

20 antitrust injury and said that West Penn had it r ight, this is

21 a claim.

22 And then Bellevue Drug, which also had NACDS at t he

23 time as a Plaintiff against AdvancePCS, which is Caremark now,

24 the other large PBM, that injury to sellers infli cted through

25 buyers constitutes antitrust injury which is acti onable by the
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 1 seller, which is the pharmacies.

 2 Interestingly, the person who was on the defense

 3 who was arguing that buyer power wasn't a real th eory was 

 4 now-Commissioner Rosch, Tom Rosch.  Very fine tri al lawyer.  I

 5 have great respect for him.  We just disagree on this point,

 6 and the courts have disagreed with him too.

 7 Frankly, I made the same argument in the

 8 Knevelbaard case in the Ninth Circuit on the defe nse side and

 9 lost because courts understand that competition h as to go both

10 ways and that sellers do have a right to complain  about market

11 power and buyer power.

12 So I think that the Defendants are just wrong.

13 There's a Brady case we cited as well in the East ern District

14 of Pennsylvania also dealing with this issue.

15 They have also mentioned, well, that as sellers w e

16 don't have standing.  These courts say that's not  correct in

17 this circuit.  It's not correct in any circuit I know of.  And

18 then they say, we are not also consumers.  We are  in the

19 market involving consumers.  We are sellers.  We sell to

20 consumers.  We sell to these PBMs.

21 We give value and service to consumers every day

22 our clients do.  And the fact is that several of our clients

23 are actually purchasers from the PBMs.  They actu ally have

24 plans and they have large plans.  Those are -- th at's actually

25 alleged in the complaint in Paragraph 109.
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 1 Also, a third way of standing is as competitors.

 2 Because if a pharmacy sells a drug and a PBM is l arge enough

 3 to be able to divert the sales from the pharmacy to

 4 themselves, we're competing for sale of the same product.  We

 5 are competitors at that level.  For specialty dru gs, for

 6 example, we sell specialty drugs, and Value Drug is a

 7 specialty drug provider that gave a declaration i n this case.

 8 They compete against a specialty drug component o f Express

 9 Scripts.

10 So both as a competitor, as a consumer, and as a

11 seller, all allege all claims are supported in ev ery way that

12 we can think, so I believe that we have establish ed under the

13 law standing here.

14 In terms of the markets, again, we have alleged

15 them properly.  We have alleged them according to  what the law

16 states.  We have alleged them in what we believe the facts are

17 to be.  And they don't agree with us, but that's a

18 disagreement of fact.  And as the Tenet Health Ca re case said,

19 determining what a market is is always a very int ensive FTC

20 fact question.  It is not you read a complaint an d say, gosh,

21 I don't think I agree with that market.  It is so mething that

22 one should dispute as a factual matter.

23 They hadn't done that with any declarations excep t

24 for their expert who only gets them down to 29 pe rcent market

25 share of one of the markets.  Doesn't say what th ey are for
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 1 the others because they're much higher.  But even  there he is

 2 still above what Judge Howell just said in H&R Bl ock said was

 3 too high.  It was 28.4 in H&R Block.

 4 Now, a lot of antitrust lawyers don't like that.

 5 In fact, some of the counsel, my friends here, an d one of them

 6 is a very good friend of mine here on the other s ide, has even

 7 written about it saying, gosh, the DOJ brown-shoe d H&R Block.

 8 Sort of I guess a figurative metaphor.  But the t ruth is,

 9 that's the law, that is the law today, and until the Supreme

10 Court says otherwise it remains the law.

11 One other point in terms of injury and standing.

12 All the cases that they mention are Section 4 cas es rather

13 than Section 16 cases.  It does make a difference  because when

14 you're seeking damages under Section 4, you have to show that

15 you have actual harm so you can calculate what th e damages

16 are.  Obviously they said we haven't proven what the actual

17 damages are.

18 Well, that's sort of the opposite of what one doe s

19 in an injunction setting because you are seeking irreparable

20 harm because you can't tell what the actual damag es are.

21 That's why Section 16 under the Clayton Act only uses the

22 word, threatened harm.  The threatened harm from what?  From a

23 merger that may be to substantially harm competit ion, end

24 quote.  May be.  That is what the language actual ly says.

25 That the Warfarin case, 214 F.3d, 395, in the Thi rd Circuit
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 1 makes this distinction and explains why the stand ards are

 2 different.  It's a much lower standard for an inj unction in

 3 terms of harm, threatened harm versus actual harm , than

 4 Section 4.  We think it's a mistake for the Defen dants to

 5 focus on Section 4 and ignore Section 16.

 6 Those are the main issues.  I think they also

 7 raised a final issue which was the level of a bon d, which I

 8 will just address quickly, and we can get to the specifics of

 9 that should Your Honor honor our request for an i njunction.

10 We think that the Shepherd Rescue case and other cases we have

11 cited would show that there should be either no b ond or a low

12 bond here because we are dealing with nonprofits and small

13 companies against a huge, huge company.

14 But, more importantly, because the relief we're

15 requesting is very narrow, trying to get somethin g tailored to

16 what they are actually doing in terms of structur e, that there

17 really shouldn't be any harm at all.  It is a mat ter of

18 keeping it the way it is today.  But we briefed t hat; and if

19 Your Honor wants to hear more about that, we can get into it.

20 But the bottom line is, in terms of a complaint

21 that's properly pled, properly pleaded, that we'v e shown what

22 the harm is, we've shown what the standing is, we  believe we

23 have a right, as the Supreme Court has said and a ll the courts

24 that have dealt with this issue have said, as a p rivate

25 Plaintiff to challenge this merger.  And if at th e end of the
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 1 day we win the case, which we believe we will, we  have asked

 2 for -- we will ask for divestiture or some other remedy that

 3 will cure the harm that's being caused by the mer ger.  And I

 4 expect when we get to the trial and the merits th at we will

 5 hear evidence on the remedy as well, which is typ ically what

 6 one does in the cases in my experience that I hav e tried.

 7 Your Honor, do you have any more questions?

 8 THE COURT:  I don't.

 9 MR. ROBERTSON:  Thank you very much, Your Honor.

10 THE COURT:  Why don't we hear from Defendant.

11 MR. STROYD:  Your Honor, before we get into that,

12 at the outset Mr. Robertson indicated that he was  going to

13 present testimony from different individuals.

14 THE COURT:  That was my understanding.  I would

15 prefer to hear what I would envision to be an ope ning

16 statement, although it -- I don't know whether th at's still

17 your intention.

18 MR. STROYD:  Is it not your intention?

19 THE COURT:  Mr. Robertson?

20 MR. ROUSH:  We don't intend to put anyone on.

21 THE COURT:  Are they redundant of the affidavits

22 already on file?

23 MR. ROBERTSON:  We submitted the declarations

24 and --

25 MR. ROUSH:  If I may, Your Honor, when you asked
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 1 the question, I don't think he quite heard you.  We don't

 2 intend to put on testimony today.

 3 MR. ROBERTSON:  Your Honor, I apologize, I do wea r

 4 hearing aids and sometimes when I am walking wher e the speaker

 5 is I can hear a little better.  I apologize.

 6 THE COURT:  All right.

 7 MR. ARONSON:  Good afternoon.

 8 THE COURT:  Good afternoon.

 9 MR. ARONSON:  My name is Cliff Aronson representi ng

10 the Defendants.  There is so much to cover having  heard that

11 statement.  I would like to make a few points bef ore going

12 through what I have outlined as my argument, just  in rebuttal

13 to Mr. Robertson.

14 He talked about the hold separate being both

15 unusual and then I think he also said it wasn't u nusual.  I

16 would point out on the slide that he presented, e very one of

17 those cases was a case in which the United States  was a party.

18 That's very different than the context of a priva te party,

19 which we will talk about.

20 He made it sound, second point -- and I will go

21 through this in more detail.  This is a 3-to-2 me rger, meaning

22 three firms merging to two.  The figure cited by him, and Your

23 Honor is aware, said there were at least ten, at least, major

24 players plus many fringe players.  In fact, there  are over 40,

25 probably about 62 PBMs.  This is not a business w ith just
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 1 three PBMs.  We will discuss that.

 2 He admitted, Your Honor, that reimbursement rates

 3 are going down -- the Court picked up on that -- even without

 4 this merger.  Which means this has nothing to do with the

 5 merger.  It's a concern for the local pharmacists , we

 6 understand, but it's not merger specific.  And it 's also

 7 compensable, as I believe Your Honor recognized.

 8 He suggested that we make customers do business

 9 with us by mail.  There could be nothing further from the

10 truth.  I believe the FTC pointed out the fact, i t's a very

11 complicated industry, but PBMs contract with plan  sponsors who

12 could be US Steel, it could be the US Government.   The plan

13 sponsor dictates the design of the PBM plan.

14 THE COURT:  Mr. Aronson, you would concede, I

15 assume, that I am not bound by anything the FTC h as done thus

16 far?

17 MR. ARONSON:  I absolutely would concede that.

18 THE COURT:  Okay.

19 MR. ARONSON:  I certainly think it makes for good

20 reading and it reflects a --

21 THE COURT:  Your reading is different than mine

22 then, but okay.

23 MR. ARONSON:  He suggests that when it comes to t he

24 difficulty or the ease with which we can keep the se companies

25 separate, that we can just keep the people apart,  that it's
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 1 easy to keep the systems apart.  But at the same time I

 2 believe he admitted that there are no non-ESI peo ple, Express

 3 Scripts people, who are involved in the business now.  That

 4 the Medco people are now all part of Express Scri pts.  I think

 5 that's where I would like to start.  I would like  to start

 6 with the integration because I know it's of criti cal concern.

 7 It's very common in transactions of all sizes tha t

 8 integration begin in earnest when the transaction  is

 9 completed.  In a transaction of this size and in the PBM

10 industry it's even more important.  What I think the Court

11 will find here is that for all practical purposes  the

12 competition between Express Scripts and Medco end ed on day

13 one.  This isn't something that came about becaus e of the

14 preliminary injunction hearing.  It's not somethi ng that came

15 about in the dark of the night.  It's something t hat was in

16 planning for many, many months.  You can't do a $ 29 billion

17 deal and think about integration afterwards.

18 So in order to understand this --

19 THE COURT:  When you say day one, do you mean day

20 one being the announcement of the potential merge r?

21 MR. ARONSON:  The planning began actually even

22 before the potential merger was signed up.  In or der to

23 justify a price and make a decision to go forward , it's very

24 important to figure out how quickly the assets co uld be

25 integrated and how quickly the synergies could be  found in the
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 1 combined company.

 2 One thing to say about the synergies is by contra ct

 3 a very large portion of them actually get passed on to the

 4 plan sponsor.  So it's a direct benefit to consum ers.

 5 In terms of the integration itself, it couldn't

 6 occur until day one after the merger, the consumm ation of the

 7 merger.  The reason is is the two companies were competitors.

 8 It would have been illegal for them to exchange c ompetitively

 9 sensitive information, talk about their sales str uctures, talk

10 about their pricing, talk about their suppliers.  In fact,

11 there was a very detailed clean team and clean ro om set up so

12 that some people could work on this, but they wer e completely

13 isolated from the business decision makers of the  company so

14 that on day one what was in the clean team, the c ompetitively

15 sensitive information, could be immediately sprea d out and

16 used by the people who needed to use it to get th e systems in

17 place.

18 There's nothing worse --

19 THE COURT:  Did that happen?

20 MR. ARONSON:  Yes, it did.  There's nothing worse

21 that can happen than if Your Honor goes to your p harmacy and

22 you try to fill your prescription and something g oes wrong and

23 you don't know who you can call or the pharmacist  doesn't know

24 who they can call at the combined company.  This is a very

25 large company.  So they can't take the chance, sa fety
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 1 especially, that something is going to get messed  up as a

 2 result of two independent companies sort of conti nuing to act

 3 independently after the merger.

 4 There were requirements from the Government as to

 5 how they have to operate in terms of their system s.  So there

 6 are a lot of things that dictate that they move v ery quickly.

 7 One thing that's important to understand is that

 8 the PBM business is not like a bread company or a  bread

 9 factory like the Tasty Baking case.  It's not lik e a newspaper

10 company where you have independent sets of editor s.  The PBM

11 business is primarily people.  It's people, it's contracts.

12 If you just look at Medco 10K, you can see that o f the almost

13 $17 billion in assets, only close to $2 billion i s plant and

14 equipment.  That's what -- that's not what differ entiates one

15 PBM from the other.  It's not the plant and the e quipment;

16 it's the people.  It's the knowledge of how to pr ice the

17 contracts.  It's the relationships with the plant  sponsors and

18 with the sophisticated consultants that show them  how to put

19 their business out for bid.

20 THE COURT:  I want to hear what the nature of the

21 integration is today as we stand here today and I  also would

22 like for you to respond to Mr. Robertson's sugges tion that the

23 website information as well as the SEC informatio n is

24 disingenuous in light of what you are going to te ll us.

25 MR. ARONSON:  I would be glad to, Your Honor.
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 1 First, the SEC information that was put up on the

 2 screen, if I remember correctly, was from Februar y.

 3 THE COURT:  It was from February.

 4 MR. ARONSON:  And it was accurate in February.

 5 That is for sure.  I am not saying it's not accur ate now.

 6 In terms of what's on the screen, in terms of wha t

 7 the pharmacists are seeing in the QAs, that's cor rect, that is

 8 what they are seeing and that's what's happening with the

 9 pharmacists.  Again, that's not the guts of the o rganization.

10 The fact that that can happen, they can still cal l those

11 people, requires some type of structure to have b een put in

12 place at Express Scripts to make sure that happen s so the

13 pharmacists aren't inconvenienced and so the live s that come

14 into the pharmacy aren't inconvenienced.

15 Let's talk about what has happened.  Express

16 Scripts is running the combined company right now .  This is in

17 Mr. Ebling, the general counsel's, declaration, h e was

18 intimately involved and responsible for a large p art of the

19 integration.  Medco no longer has a board of dire ctors.  Its

20 former executives, what are called the C level, t he chief this

21 and the chief that, they're gone.

22 The former mid-level executives, most are actuall y

23 gone, vice-president level and higher.

24 The senior staff -- so there's C level, mid-level ,

25 and the senior staff -- virtually all have left t he company.
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 1 In fact, in terms of severance payments, not all of it has

 2 been paid out, some people are on their way out, it's up to a

 3 $300 million, almost $300 million in severance pa yments.

 4 Those that were asked to stay --

 5 THE COURT:  Before you leave that, there was some

 6 suggestion in your materials, and forgive me if I  am wrong,

 7 that some of these departures happened pre-day on e as we have

 8 been calling it.

 9 MR. ARONSON:  Yes, absolutely.  I think that's ve ry

10 important.  The reason that's important is you ca n imagine you

11 announce a transaction, last July, you are in an industry with

12 40 plus players, very dynamic, aggressive industr y.  There's

13 uncertainty because people thought, well, first t hey have

14 heard the complaints and there were hearings on t he Hill and

15 there were all sorts of -- if you went to the Met ro in

16 Washington, DC, to go from one station to another , you could

17 have been handed out Kleenex tissue with an embos s saying,

18 "Stop the Medco Merger" put out by the Plaintiffs  here.

19 So there was a lot of uncertainty on the

20 transaction, a big cloud over the companies durin g that

21 eight-month period of time.  During that time com petitors were

22 aggressively trying to hire people from Medco and  from Express

23 Scripts saying, you know what, there's uncertaint y, you don't

24 know this is ever going to come about.  People sa w also they

25 were going to lose their jobs at Medco, so they s aw the
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 1 writing on the wall or what they perceived to be the writing

 2 and they left.

 3 THE COURT:  Is it your suggestion that those

 4 positions once they left were left unfilled?

 5 MR. ARONSON:  I can't speak for the entire Medco

 6 organization, but I believe that they were probab ly mostly

 7 left unfilled, and I am about to say why I believ e that.  The

 8 reason I believe that is that -- and the FTC foun d -- Medco is

 9 a much different company today than it was at the  time the

10 merger -- I mean today it is a really different c ompany, it

11 doesn't really exist, but on the day the merger c losed, versus

12 when the merger was announced.  Actually it's a v ery different

13 company than it was a year ago.

14 Part of what drove this entire transaction is Med co

15 was on a losing streak.  Losing a ton of business .  Its

16 biggest customer, UnitedHealthCare, decided -- it  was

17 providing the PBM services to UnitedHealthCare.  It decided to

18 bring that PBM business into UnitedHealthCare, so

19 UnitedHealthCare could increase the size and pres ence of

20 itself in selling PBM services to plan sponsors i n

21 competition.  It was a very big event in the PBM world.

22 UnitedHealthCare is now, I don't know how you cou nt them, but

23 is No. 3 or No. 4 as a competitor now.  They deci ded that they

24 were going to bring that business in.  That and a  few other

25 losses to Medco took away about a third of its bu siness.
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 1 As a result, it was weak.  It became weaker as th e

 2 uncertainty with the transaction and the time pas sed, which is

 3 just another reason why the integration was so im portant.  It

 4 needed management who were focused on the next da y and how to

 5 deal with the bids.

 6 So I would say that not only did the management

 7 change, but immediately -- just back to your orig inal

 8 question, Your Honor -- immediately upon closing all of that

 9 stuff in the clean room I said was shared, but, m ore

10 importantly, there was a concerted effort to get down to the

11 materials that couldn't be shared, besides what w as in the

12 clean room, that's necessary to determine how to bid for

13 business.

14 Right now is the selling season in the PBM

15 business.  This is when you have the best and fin al offers

16 going on with all the plan sponsors.  For some re ason it

17 occurs like in a three-month period of time.  Exp ress Scripts

18 and Medco may have been competing for some of tha t.  As it

19 turns out, the competition between them, as the F TC found and

20 as our own econometrics showed, wasn't that signi ficant

21 compared to the competition with others.  But it was important

22 to go in as soon as we could, as soon as the comp any could

23 after the closing, when they were allowed to see this

24 information and say:  Are there situations where we were both

25 bidding?  How do we maximize the chance of winnin g?  Are there
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 1 situations where Medco has a bid and Express Scri pts can do

 2 something to help win that bid by talking to the plan sponsor?

 3 Are there situations where Medco has a bid, but t he plan

 4 sponsor doesn't know who it should talk to now, w e better show

 5 them there's an Express Scripts face now and show  them why

 6 they should do business?  

 7 That information was used right away in order -- in

 8 the selling season in order to allow the companie s to maximize

 9 their sales.  That's a good thing from an antitru st

10 perspective now that they are a single entity and  there are no

11 antitrust restrictions on them.  That is the guts  of the

12 organization when it comes to competition.

13 What's on the website, what the pharmacy looks at

14 as far as who is going to answer their question, who is the

15 contact person in the call center, that's not whe re they

16 compete.  Where the differentiation is for compet itors, as I

17 said, the relationship with customers, the plan s ponsors, and

18 the consultants, it's the ability to price and th e pricing

19 strategy.  Those pricing strategies have been sha red.

20 Another thing that's happened is right away there

21 were -- Express Scripts previewed and analyzed al l the retail

22 network contracts, probably about 80 percent of t hem so far.

23 The reason was they wanted to determine what the reimbursement

24 rates were and what the next steps are as to how to move

25 forward in terms of negotiating with these pharma cies.
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 1 The Court mentioned, and we mention in our papers ,

 2 the independent pharmacies are critical to Expres s Scripts.

 3 They're critical because CMS, as you mentioned, a nd plan

 4 sponsors require you to have pharmacies within a certain

 5 distance of every life in the plan.  Without the independents,

 6 they can't meet those requirements.  So when Walg reens -- for

 7 example, in a rural area that's obvious.  A rural  area it

 8 might just be independents.  On average the indep endents are

 9 actually reimbursed higher than are the chains.  Which

10 suggests that the independents have more leverage  than maybe

11 they actually think until today -- I may be discl osing

12 something to them -- than they actually think.

13 So in the rural areas that's absolutely true.  Bu t

14 it is also true in the urban areas and metropolit an areas.

15 Look at Walgreens.  Walgreens walked away from Ex press Scripts

16 because it wanted higher reimbursement rates, whi ch rates

17 would be higher than any rates that Express Scrip ts pays.  The

18 result of that is that the plan sponsors would pa y more and

19 the consumers would pay more.  But the fact that Walgreens can

20 walk away indicates where the leverage is and als o indicates

21 how important those independents and others have become to

22 Express Scripts.

23 THE COURT:  Where did Walgreens go?

24 MR. ARONSON:  They -- I don't know the answer to

25 that.  I don't know the answer.
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 1 THE COURT:  Okay.

 2 MR. ARONSON:  The other thing that ESI has done,

 3 Express has done in terms of the integration, is we have

 4 talked about the pharmacy side, it's the drug sid e, the

 5 pharmaceutical side.  They compared the cost of

 6 pharmaceuticals and the negotiated rates across t he board,

 7 Express Scripts versus Medco, down to the very sp ecific drug

 8 level to determine what the costs were, what the rebates were.

 9 This is the crux of the competitiveness between P BMs, the

10 level of rebates, what the negotiated contracts a re.  They did

11 that so they are in a position to negotiate with the

12 pharmaceutical companies right away as those nego tiations are

13 always going on.

14 So that information is no longer a secret.  You

15 can't take that away.  You can't take the informa tion -- the

16 information they learned about the pharmacies is no longer a

17 secret, this information they learned about the p harmaceutical

18 companies.

19 They also -- I mentioned the RFPs, request for

20 proposals, they looked at.

21 Let's move to mail order.  A mail order facility is

22 a mail order facility.  There are a lot of firms,  I think

23 there are nine PBMs that have at least two mail o rder

24 facilities and a number that have a single mail o rder

25 facility.  There is a secret apparently in Medco' s success in
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 1 mail order penetration it's called, the ability t o get people

 2 to use mail orders through their contracting with  plan

 3 sponsors.  Again, it's the plan sponsor, the plan  sponsor

 4 decision.

 5 Express Scripts never has had a high mail order

 6 penetration as Medco.  Express Scripts was dying to know how

 7 they did it.  Right away they have been speaking -- they got

 8 in a room and they start talking to the mail orde r people to

 9 try to find out what those secrets were so they c ould take

10 those best practices and move them through the re st of Express

11 Scripts.

12 The same with the IT, the computer systems.  It's

13 very -- the adjudication of your prescription whe n you go into

14 a pharmacy is a complex process.  You want to mak e sure that

15 there's an immediate reimbursement, the drug is a pproved,

16 there aren't any safety issues with interaction w ith other

17 drugs.  All PBMs have that.

18 But there are certain things about the IT system,  I

19 am not sure I am qualified to say what they are, are

20 competitive differentiators.  So Express Scripts wanted to

21 learn about Medco's IT system and what makes it d ifferent

22 right away.  So they have been learning about tha t.

23 Now, they can't change -- that's the integration

24 that's taken place.  There is a lot more.  But wh at they can't

25 do and what does take 18 months that's in the Feb ruary SEC
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 1 filing and in Mr. Hall's statement that was publi shed

 2 somewhere, what does take 18 months is there is a  very big

 3 footprint of the companies, real estate footprint .  There are

 4 duplicative facilities, mail order.  There are du plicative

 5 facilities, offices.  There are jets that are own ed by Medco.

 6 The footprint, the physical footprint will be red uced and a

 7 lot of the billion dollars that you hear about --  and because

 8 this is a public proceeding I can't go into the a mounts above

 9 that -- are due to the consolidation and the elim ination of

10 duplicative unnecessary facilities.  That takes t ime.

11 Putting the two IT systems together, computer

12 systems together, while Express has been learning  the secrets,

13 that takes time too.  That's not something that c an be done

14 overnight.

15 Now, how did Express Scripts get in a position

16 where it actually could do this so quickly?  Beca use you may

17 be saying, or I know Mr. Robertson is saying, how  can this

18 happen so quickly?  Well, from the day the deal - - actually

19 before the deal was announced, there were -- and then the day

20 the deal was announced -- there was a very large team in every

21 functional area in Express Scripts who was assign ed to come up

22 with a plan and put that plan into effect on day one.  There

23 were over 200 people involved in the integration planning.  So

24 far over $200 million has been spent in the integ ration

25 planning.
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 1 THE COURT:  Pre-day one, you knew that Plaintiffs

 2 had filed a complaint in federal court asking to hold the

 3 assets separate, to hold the companies separate, did you not?

 4 MR. ARONSON:  Pre-day one -- not the day of the

 5 announcement, the day one of the closing?

 6 THE COURT:  Correct.

 7 MR. ARONSON:  Yes, we knew that there was a

 8 complaint filed on the 30th I think it was.

 9 THE COURT:  Correct.  Seeking injunctive relief.

10 MR. ARONSON:  Seeking injunctive relief.

11 We knew that a motion, and I believe what was a

12 defective order, was filed at 4:02 p.m. on Friday .  And we

13 knew that the supporting affidavits and the brief  were not

14 filed until Monday.  The perfected document was M onday.

15 Before that, there was no obligation on the compa nies not to

16 go forward.

17 And this isn't something -- their opposition is n ot

18 new.  We knew that they were opposed.  They were up on the

19 Hill, they say they were at the FTC, every horizo ntal

20 acquisition between PBMs that's occurs, it is a v ery

21 inquisitive industry, they have been an opponent to.  So it

22 was no secret they were going to oppose this.

23 It wasn't a secret to them.  They had a strategy.

24 They even said in their press release that when t hey filed

25 their complaint, this is another part of the proc ess, this
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 1 litigation.  They have done one part, talking to the FTC,

 2 talking on the Hill.  This is another part.

 3 THE COURT:  But what about the argument that you

 4 had purposefully scrambled an egg that you knew t hey did not

 5 want you to scramble?

 6 MR. ARONSON:  Of course, I know they still don't

 7 want any scrambling, but the companies are spendi ng 20 --

 8 Express Scripts spent $29 billion.  It just can't  stop because

 9 they have a desire for it to stop.

10 Obviously if there were a court order before the

11 transaction was consummated, it's something we wo uld have to

12 deal with.  There is still an issue as to whether  it's

13 unexcusable delay or laches, which we can get int o, because

14 there are plenty of cases -- I mean, virtually id entical

15 situations.  You take In-Bev and Anheuser-Busch w ere merging.

16 The Eighth Circuit ruled on this.  There was an o pposition to

17 that at the last minute.  The Court threw it out and said, you

18 can't wait until the last minute.

19 The same is true with Southwest Airlines, which w as

20 in a merger as well.  Somebody came in --

21 THE COURT:  Had the FTC already ruled in those

22 cases?

23 MR. ARONSON:  In In-Bev, the Justice Department h ad

24 not -- the FTC is not a ruling, it is a waiting p eriod.  It is

25 actually important.  The reason it's important is  they say
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 1 they were awaiting the FTC.

 2 THE COURT:  Right.

 3 MR. ARONSON:  The FTC is a waiting period that

 4 expires.  It's not that the FTC stops you in your  tracks.  I

 5 think that was the quote.

 6 THE COURT:  Well, their suggestion is there is ca se

 7 law that says that they needed to wait until the FTC had made

 8 its determination in order for their case to not be premature.

 9 MR. ARONSON:  There are cases where actions have

10 been brought during the investigations and nobody  has raised

11 this ripeness issue.  And, in fact, if that were the issue,

12 then why have they filed the complaint before the  FTC ruled?

13 They said they were waiting for the FTC.  Why did  they wait --

14 why didn't they wait until the FTC ruled?  They d id it before

15 the FTC ruled.  They did it when they thought we might be able

16 to close if the FTC didn't stop it.

17 In fact, I thought I heard they were talking abou t

18 divestitures and other things with the FTC.  So h ow did they

19 know that the FTC wasn't going to let it go?  It doesn't all

20 fall in place.

21 If I may have one minute just to see what I have

22 already covered here.

23 I just want to draw a conclusion on the

24 integration, then move on.  I think when you thin k about

25 competition, when the Court thinks about competit ion, when
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 1 anyone thinks about competition, what you care ab out are the

 2 strategies, in this industry, the strategies, the  pricing, the

 3 cost.  All of that has been shared.  You can't un scramble

 4 that.  You can't -- Mr. Ebling said in his declar ation, you

 5 can't tell people to unlearn that.

 6 It's important to consider if there were such a

 7 hold separate -- and I will talk about this a lit tle later --

 8 how would that even be implemented?  What kind of  plan

 9 sponsor -- what plan sponsor would actually go to  a headless

10 organization, one that's filled with uncertainty?

11 These are large contracts.  You don't want your

12 employees to be inconvenienced or have a serious issue because

13 this headless organization is the PBM now.  Nobod y would take

14 a chance.

15 THE COURT:  What about Mr. Robertson's suggestion

16 that Medco and ESI keep their negotiations separa te?

17 MR. ARONSON:  I assume he is speaking specificall y

18 about the negotiations with -- I am not sure whet her they are

19 plan sponsors or with pharmacies.

20 THE COURT:  Well, he was suggesting pharmacies, I

21 think.  But, I mean, he probably meant both.

22 MR. ARONSON:  Well, one is the competitive

23 information that makes those negotiations really independent.

24 That makes two separate competitive entities.  Th at

25 information has been shared.  So, I mean, if you take a person
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 1 and you say, okay, you are now the new Medco and you are now

 2 the new Express Scripts, but they have been acces sing the same

 3 information, they are not independent.

 4 Besides the fact that even if you could do it --

 5 and I don't think you can because the information  has been

 6 shared, the Humpty Dumpty is torn apart.  Even if  you could do

 7 it, who would be the customer?  I don't think you  would find a

 8 customer out there.  Who would be the employees?  What

 9 employees would want to work for that new organiz ation under

10 those circumstances?  You don't expect the ones t hat are

11 getting $300 million in severance to come back to  work for us.

12 That's just not going to happen.

13 If that was their concern, why didn't they file t he

14 complaint when we said that we were -- we complie d,

15 substantially complied with the second request ba ck in

16 February -- I have the date in here somewhere, we  did it on

17 February 13th or something, and that means 30 day s later,

18 unless the FTC stops the transaction, we can clos e.  Nobody

19 would be arguing about ripeness there.  Where wer e they?

20 We went out afterwards and said, we're going to

21 close -- we think we are going to be able to clos e sometime in

22 the earlier part of the first quarter, that was t he statement

23 in March, where were they?

24 One thing I know is they were busy preparing

25 affidavits because if you look at the declaration s,
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 1 declarations they filed, some were prepared befor e they even

 2 filed that complaint.

 3 So this is, with all due respect, it is a strateg ic

 4 move.  Whoever heard of filing a TRO a piece at a  time?  If

 5 there's an emergency, there's an emergency.  And you don't

 6 elongate it over a weekend so that you have some type of

 7 negotiating leverage because we wrote the check f or

 8 $29 billion and now we have got to deal with the uncertainty.

 9 I think all one needs to do is go to these trade

10 associations' websites.  You will see press relea se after

11 press release about the problems with the PBM ind ustry.  This

12 is a strategy.  I think it was very telling that when they

13 filed their complaint that they said, this is par t of the

14 process.  It is part of their process.  But that' s not a

15 reason to tear apart a $29 billion deal or to tak e those

16 synergies and throw them out the door.  It's real ly a very big

17 problem here.

18 Can we talk about the delay?  I would like to mov e

19 to the delay.  Some of it I covered.

20 We cite the cases which I am just going to refer to

21 again, the Eighth Circuit Ginsburg case dismissin g the

22 challenge of the merger of A-B and In-Bev.  The c omplaint was

23 filed six days before the shareholder vote.  The Eighth

24 Circuit said:  In some cases lack of diligence in  seeking

25 Section 7 relief has completely barred the equita ble remedy of
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 1 divestiture.

 2 But even if Plaintiffs were not so dilatory as to

 3 trigger the defense of laches, their failure to o btain a

 4 preliminary injunction that would make the divest iture remedy

 5 easy to administer and sure must be taken into ac count in

 6 fashioning an appropriate remedy.

 7 THE COURT:  What's your response to the Seventh

 8 Circuit case Mr. Robertson cited to?

 9 MR. ARONSON:  The Seventh Circuit case I believe

10 involved the communications, telecommunications b usiness.  The

11 telecommunications business antitrust and -- anti trust issues

12 are looked at both by the United States Departmen t of Justice

13 as well as the Federal Communications Commission.

14 The Federal Communications Commission, unlike the

15 FTC or the DOJ, really can structure relief in re ally

16 aggressive ways.  An example would be in the Comc ast/NBC-U

17 transaction.  The FCC changed the paradigm of com petition for

18 certain content.  They put in rules that never ex isted before.

19 It would be very hard when you have an FCC case t o

20 come in and try to structure some relief not know ing where the

21 FCC was going to come out at.  So that's a very d ifferent

22 industry.

23 Here the cases where -- I think the only case the y

24 cite might be Tasty Baking as an example, but Tas ty Baking

25 was, first of all, it was post-consummation.  Nob ody raised
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 1 the laches issue.  And the Court suggested there was such

 2 secrecy in putting the deal together that nobody was meant to

 3 know that the deal even existed let alone closed or was going

 4 to close.

 5 THE COURT:  Mr. Robertson has also suggested that

 6 there was a substantial amount of secrecy with re spect to this

 7 case.

 8 MR. ARONSON:  There can't be secrecy when he cite s

 9 a February SEC document saying what our planning is for the

10 integration.  There can't be secrecy when we publ icly

11 announced the transaction the day back in July of  last year

12 and every step of the way have put out SEC 8K aft er 8K.  The

13 one that said, our plan is to close, if condition s are

14 satisfied, the first half of the year.  It then b ecame more

15 specific.  We complied with Hart-Scott, there's a  30-day

16 waiting period.

17 It became more specific.  We now plan to close th e

18 earlier part of the second quarter.

19 Then it became more specific, we said, we are goi ng

20 to close as early as April 2nd subject to conditi ons being

21 satisfied.

22 There's no secret there.  The earlier part of the

23 second quarter, as they say in their papers, is c learly 

24 April 2nd.

25 And the next release is clearly April 2nd.  There
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 1 is no secret.

 2 The other thing about Tasty Baking is I said the

 3 PBM business is not a bread factory.  The thing a bout Tasty

 4 Baking is these were two baking companies, I thin k Drake and I

 5 forget the name of the other.  They had separate baking

 6 factories for them, which they hadn't integrated even

 7 post-consummation.  They had separate brand names , which they

 8 hadn't integrated even post-consummation.  And se parate retail

 9 stores that sold their product, still not integra ted after

10 consummation.  So that's very different than Medc o and Express

11 Scripts.  No management, sharing of information, et cetera.

12 The other case they cite is Community Publishers.

13 I think that, first of all, that's in the Eighth Circuit so

14 that's where the Ginsburg case is.  So to the ext ent it's

15 inconsistent, I think the Eighth Circuit gets hig her authority

16 than the Western District of Arkansas.

17 But besides that, this is a case which they don't

18 say, where the United States was involved.  The U nited States

19 joined the case.  If you read the case history ca refully, you

20 see that there were allegations that there actual ly was a

21 Hart-Scott-Rodino filing required, but they snuck  around the

22 Hart-Scott-Rodino Act so nobody would know about it.  That's

23 very different than the situation here.

24 And I think when you think about these line of

25 cases, going back to American Stores, which they cite, Supreme
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 1 Court case, that's a case where the issue was, do  private

 2 parties, in that case it was the Attorney General  of

 3 California, do private parties have the right to divestiture.

 4 The Court considered that issue.  But in consider ing that

 5 issue, specifically said that, specifically said that in the

 6 concurring opinion by I think Justice Kennedy, sa id that when

 7 there's Section 7, there can be -- I am sorry, wh en there is

 8 Hart-Scott, there could be a laches issue.  This should put a

 9 parameter on how we look at this going forward.

10 That concern about Hart-Scott and the fact that

11 there is some notice, there is some time, is a re al concern.

12 We've gone through the process.  We shouldn't hav e to do it

13 over again.

14 And while Your Honor doesn't have to take the FTC 's

15 opinion for anything, it certainly is demonstrati ve, and an

16 agency charged with enforcing the antitrust laws,  an agency

17 that is expert in not only antitrust, but health care, and an

18 agency that is very aggressive on health care, as  you can see

19 from the cases they bring, and in fact an agency which has a

20 lower burden when it goes to court to get an inju nction chose

21 not to act.  They chose not to act even though th ey heard from

22 them.  And they specifically addressed every one of their

23 concerns in the closing statement.

24 If you actually look at how they address this in

25 the closing statement and compare it to the Chain  Drug website
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 1 when they announce the first day of the announcem ent of the

 2 merger that we were going to merge, so back in Ju ly, you see

 3 that those were the concerns they had back then.  Those

 4 concerns identified on their website are the conc erns that

 5 were addressed.

 6 I would like to next move to the issue as to

 7 whether they meet Rule 65, immediate and irrepara ble standard,

 8 which Your Honor mentioned the other day starting  at the

 9 status conference.  It seems like they have two m ain claims.

10 Express Scripts can force plan sponsors to use ma il order

11 rather than local pharmacies and over time the ph armacies

12 might go out of business some time in the future.   And,

13 second, because Express Scripts is a monopsony or  duopsony,

14 which sounds like a disease, it is going to force  the

15 pharmacies out of business by paying them too lit tle and,

16 again, over some period of time consumers will lo se out.

17 Well, I don't think any of those meet the

18 requirement of immediacy.  The harm is not someth ing that you

19 can say, well, there's one step and next step and  next step

20 and some time in the future it may occur.  It's s omething that

21 can't be indeterminate, it can't be speculated.  As Your Honor

22 said in the Brown decision, a showing of irrepara ble harm is

23 insufficient if the harm will occur only in the i ndefinite

24 future.  Rather, the moving party must make a cle ar showing of

25 immediate irreparable harm.
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 1 So there are these steps.  The step is we're goin g

 2 to cut reimbursement to them without saying when,  that's

 3 No. 1.

 4 Two, we are going to divert customers to mail,

 5 without saying when.

 6 Then and only then, and I am quoting their papers ,

 7 it will almost certainly force some Plaintiffs ou t of

 8 business.  That can't be the standard.  That can' t meet the

 9 standard, almost certainly force some.  I mean, w ho are we

10 talking about here?

11 And the case law is consistent with our view here .

12 The Hart Intercivic case, the District of Delawar e says:  The

13 Plaintiff's allegations of loss do not seem immin ent in that

14 case.  Rather, if the loss occurs at all, it appe ars likely to

15 result incrementally as contractual relationships  expire.

16 There are these contracts; whether they expire or

17 whether they are noticeable I don't think is that  important

18 because what they're talking about is extremely s peculative

19 and, as a matter of fact, and the company has bee n consistent,

20 the testimony on the Hill under oath is consisten t, they

21 cannot just go out and terminate or hurt or force  out of

22 business pharmacies because what service will the y be selling

23 then?  You can't look at the pharmacy interaction  with PBMs

24 without understanding that there are 40 plus PBMs  who are

25 competing on the selling of PBM services.  If all  of a sudden
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 1 you are a PBM without pharmacies, you're a PBM wh o can't sell

 2 services.  In order to buy into their theory, you  have got to

 3 really think there are only three PBMs out there.

 4 THE COURT:  You don't need all the pharmacies, do

 5 you?

 6 MR. ARONSON:  Well, you certainly don't need all

 7 the pharmacies.  And the reason is there are more  pharmacies

 8 than there are Starbucks, more pharmacies than th ere are

 9 McDonald's.  But you do need enough pharmacies to  meet the CMS

10 requirements if you are having a US contract, you  need enough

11 pharmacies for the plan sponsors.  And it depends  on the plan

12 sponsor.  They may want to inconvenience their em ployees and

13 try to save money or they may, like Skadden Arps,  allow me to

14 go to any pharmacy I want.  So that plan would ha ve a lot of

15 pharmacies, 60,000 pharmacies overall probably.  Other plans

16 might have 40,000.  But that's what the different iator is.

17 So I think when we talk about immediate, what I

18 found as the most astounding and telling statemen t is when

19 they filed their litigation -- I am sorry, when t he FTC closed

20 its investigation, again, the trade associations put out a

21 press release.  I quote:  NACDS and NCPA also wil l closely

22 monitor the combined entity.  In addition to figh ting the

23 litigation, we will not hesitate to bring any ant icompetitive

24 conduct to the attention of the appropriate gover nment

25 authorities and the courts to ensure that patient s' plan
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 1 sponsors and pharmacy interests are protected.

 2 If the harm is so imminent, what are they

 3 monitoring?  If they can monitor it prospectively  for the very

 4 anticompetitive conduct they complain about here that's

 5 immediate and irreparable, what are they monitori ng?  It is

 6 certainly suggestive that they can keep a track o f what's

 7 going on and they can do something about it.  Wel l, if they

 8 can do something about it, I would suggest that t hey haven't

 9 met their Rule 65 burden.

10 My partner, James Keyte, is going to discuss the

11 motion to dismiss in a few minutes, argue the mot ion to

12 dismiss.  I think he will address some of the inj ury issues.

13 But one I want to point out, they talk about the loss of

14 goodwill.

15 The loss of goodwill can be irreparable injury.

16 But there's case law that suggests that if you're  -- the case

17 law suggests that under Hart Intercivic, courts s hould be wary

18 of accepting Plaintiff's arguments that loss of g oodwill and

19 reputation are imminent in the face of the undisp uted fact of

20 the Plaintiffs' well-established substantial busi ness entity.

21 The Plaintiffs here say that they're the health c are provider

22 most accessible to consumers today.  They see pat ients up to

23 four times as often as other health care professi onals.  They

24 play, those are these, play a particularly critic al role in

25 rural and otherwise under-served areas, and they serve as an
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 1 invaluable resource to patients seeking health ca re services.

 2 I have seen other references that they're the

 3 pillar of the community.

 4 The suggestion that they're going to lose that

 5 goodwill because their reimbursement rates are go ing to go

 6 down and they are going to be driven out of busin ess just does

 7 not necessarily make sense that it's going to be so

 8 irreparable as to meet the Rule 65 standard.

 9 THE COURT:  What about Mr. Robertson's argument

10 that in this circuit harm to goodwill is irrepara ble?

11 MR. ARONSON:  I think harm to goodwill can be

12 irreparable in this circuit.  However, just becau se there's

13 harm -- I think there's a question as to whether there's

14 actually harm to goodwill.

15 What I was trying to address is that it's not cle ar

16 that there's harm to goodwill based upon their de clarations.

17 Not clear that if you're the pillar of the commun ity, if you

18 see patients more than any other health care prov ider, that

19 your goodwill will actually be affected by a merg er which then

20 could lower reimbursement rates, which are appare ntly going

21 down by themselves anyway, which could cause the pharmacies

22 maybe to close, and that's going to get rid of go odwill.

23 It just doesn't -- I don't think it meets the

24 standard.  We're talking about extraordinary reli ef here which

25 is the whole purpose of Rule 65.
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 1 THE COURT:  How about a loss of business, is that

 2 irreparable?

 3 MR. ARONSON:  I think the case law might say that 's

 4 irreparable.  But, again, their loss of a busines s is so

 5 speculative and so many steps away, the PBMs, as I mentioned,

 6 they have been arguing that the PBM mergers are

 7 anti-competitive.  They did it back in Caremark A dvancePCS; I

 8 worked on that.  They did it back on Express Scri pts

 9 WellPoint; I worked on that.  So did Mr. Robertso n's law firm,

10 by the way.  And they have been making those same  arguments.

11 But based upon the trade associations' own inform ation, the

12 Drug Store Trade Association, the number of store fronts has

13 actually increased in number.  The profitability has actually

14 increased over the last -- I can't remember wheth er it's two

15 or four years.  So to suggest that these PBMs are  driving them

16 out of business with these lower reimbursements, it's just not

17 a fact.

18 The concern, I think it was up on the Hill, one o f

19 the Plaintiffs, who may be in the courtroom, test ified in

20 front of the Senate, and under examination by Sen ator Lee

21 said:  The problem is we can't compete with mail order.  They

22 sell at too low a price.

23 That's not an antitrust concern.  That's a

24 competition concern.  Not what the -- from an ant itrust

25 perspective, we want prices to be low.
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 1 We talked about the harm to them.  I would like t o

 2 focus briefly on the harm to Express Scripts and to consumers

 3 if a preliminary injunction is granted here.  It' s laid out in

 4 great detail in Mr. Ebling's declaration.  But I mention the

 5 starting point has to be safety.  The worst outco me is that

 6 something is imposed on these companies and there  is some

 7 inefficiency introduced or some uncertainty and s omebody gets

 8 hurt.  I mean, it's not an overstatement.  This i s a concern

 9 if you go through the company and you see they ha ve a chief

10 medical officer, they have people who are involve d in making

11 sure the consumers are protected and that safety is foremost.

12 So that's the first concern, if you start

13 disassembling the organization, that something ve ry bad could

14 happen.  As Mr. Ebling said in his declaration:  In the event

15 of a hold separate order, I believe the leadershi p vacuum and

16 uncertain future at a held separate legacy Medco would create

17 operational risks at Medco's mail order and speci alty

18 pharmacies and degradation of its mail order spec ialty product

19 offering.  Operating without management sales sta ff is just a

20 nonstarter.  That would not be good.

21 There's a huge impact on not only Medco if it was

22 asked to go out and separate for a period of time  and asked to

23 go out, there's an impact on Express Scripts obvi ously because

24 it paid $29 billion, there's also that cloud, onc e again, on

25 the legacy Medco, the legacy Express Scripts.
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 1 With 40 PBMs plus, actually 62 out there, employe es

 2 will be lost, key employees will be lost, custome rs will be

 3 lost.  Not to mention that the billion dollars in  synergies

 4 will at least be delayed, some it may actually be  lost as a

 5 result of slowing this down.

 6 That careful planning, the $200 million already

 7 spent will be lost.  I think it's $2 million a da y is what it

 8 cost us for the billion dollars in efficiencies t hat we don't

 9 get to do every day there is a delay.

10 I mentioned $200 million before about being spent

11 to integrate the companies; it actually has been $230 million.

12 Just to mention the bond.  The bond is not a

13 discretionary issue.  There has to be a bond.  Th at's what the

14 rule says.  The cases they cite, it's quite remar kable, the

15 cases they cite are FTC cases, Weyerhaeuser and o ther cases.

16 The FTC doesn't have to get a bond.  There is a s tatute that

17 says there's no bond required.

18 That's very different than here.  We are talking

19 about a $29 billion merger.  We are talking about  a billion

20 dollars plus in synergies.  We're talking about a  company

21 that's being injured through uncertainty and thro ugh employees

22 and everything else.  The bond should be at least  a billion

23 dollars.  We could document that.

24 I mean, the injury to Express Scripts will be hug e.

25 What they're talking about sounds like if it's an  antitrust
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 1 issue, it could be compensated by money, but I am  not sure

 2 it's an antitrust issue, it's a competition issue .

 3 Then, lastly, I would like to talk about likeliho od

 4 of success on the merits.  Some of this I alluded  to and I

 5 won't go into that in detail.  But we did point o ut in our

 6 papers issues with respect to their market defini tion, with

 7 respect to their reliance on historical market sh ares, on the

 8 weakness of their allegations of anticompetitive effects.  We

 9 pointed to the FTC's decision, which is good read ing, and

10 important here because I am sure they spent a lot  of time

11 trying to figure out, how do we address this.

12 And the Plaintiffs say there's a presumption base d

13 upon this old case law.  Supreme Court, it's good  case law.

14 But it's not -- also there are merger guidelines that

15 everybody uses to evaluate mergers that are being  cited by the

16 courts.  There are new cases that have approached  this under

17 the merger guidelines and the approach of modern day

18 antitrust.

19 So, fine, if they want to rely on the presumption ,

20 let them.  However, the presumption is based on t his high

21 market share.  The high market share is built upo n a faulty

22 market definition.  The faulty market definition is embedded

23 with faulty market shares.

24 Let me explain what I mean.  If you -- one of the

25 most obvious things is that if the market is defi ned very
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 1 narrowly as only national PBMs that can serve lar ge plan

 2 sponsors, it will have less players than if it's all PBMs,

 3 like the FTC found.  So that's why -- whether the  market is

 4 narrow or broad makes a big difference.  So they start with

 5 this narrow market definition.

 6 But the case law is clear that you measure market s

 7 by looking at the cross-elasticity of supply and demand.  So

 8 are there other PBM companies who may not be serv ing that

 9 narrowly defined market of customers that could?  Well, as the

10 FTC found, there are at least ten that are biddin g on major

11 contracts with a bunch of fringe players.  So eit her the

12 market has to be redefined to be broader, taking into account

13 the elasticities on the supply side, or you have got to

14 include those people in looking at how many peopl e are in the

15 market.

16 So that's one issue.  And because they focus on a

17 very narrow market, they focus on incorrect marke t shares.

18 But even putting aside the narrow market and the incorrect

19 market shares, there's a fundamental misunderstan ding by them

20 of the way the market works.  A plan sponsor, lar ge company,

21 medium size company, they don't just call up the PBM and say,

22 I want a -- can you give me some services.  They use

23 consultants, they design a bidding process, a req uest for

24 proposal, they invite PBMs to submit proposals fo r the

25 business.  A PBM will get anywhere -- I am sorry,  a plan
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 1 sponsor will get anywhere from eight to twelve pr oposals.

 2 Then that twelve is narrowed to eight, or the eig ht

 3 narrowed to six, and six narrowed to four, then t wo might have

 4 a bake-off for the best and final offer.  In that  type of

 5 market, that's referred to as a bidding contest.  In a bidding

 6 contest, past market shares are not indicative of  future

 7 market significance.  It could be as easy as, if you have got

 8 ten people, your market share would be one over t en, or

 9 10 percent.  Past market share doesn't show you a re going to

10 win the next piece of business.

11 That's especially true here in this bidding model ,

12 and it's especially true because the PBM business  is highly

13 dynamic.  All one needs to look at is the fact th at Medco lost

14 a third of its business over the last year, year and a half,

15 its market share that their economist is citing b ased upon a

16 stock analyst report includes that business.  Wel l, that

17 obviously overstates the significance of Medco.

18 It also understates the significance of

19 UnitedHealthCare.  United is the largest health c are provider

20 in the United States.  It actually has relationsh ips with I

21 think it's 40 percent of the Fortune 500 companie s on its

22 health care side.  The number may actually be hig her.  They

23 already have a PBM.  They bring in all of these l ives to their

24 PBM.  Who's to think that United's market share a ctually

25 reflects future market significance?  The FTC did n't think
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 1 that.  I would say that it's not what the compani es think

 2 either if you were to look at their internal busi ness plans.

 3 So when one looks at presumptions or uses

 4 presumptions, it's got to be based on appropriate  measures.

 5 And the measures they're using are wrong, and we go into

 6 further detail talking about the elasticities and  the

 7 historical market shares.

 8 I would like to refer to anticompetitive effects.

 9 They suggest that there are huge anticompetitive effects

10 arising from this transaction.  Again, I would re fer to the

11 FTC's economics.  The FTC, again, did 200 intervi ews, listened

12 to the Plaintiffs and other people advocate a pos ition.  They

13 looked at millions of pages of documents.  They a lso did

14 econometrics.  We on behalf of the companies did econometrics.

15 What those econometrics showed was Medco and Expr ess Scripts

16 were not each other's closest competitors.

17 So back to the bidding contest, which there was a

18 bake-off at the end, if ESI, Express Scripts, was  there, it

19 was much more likely there was going to be somebo dy else we

20 were competing with than Medco.  The reverse was also true.

21 If I were in a protected courtroom, I would tell you who those

22 people are, but they are not each other.

23 That was very significant to the FTC and it shoul d

24 be significant to people looking at this from an antitrust

25 perspective.  Because if you are not close compet itors, the
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 1 removal of what competition does exist doesn't af fect market

 2 conditions.

 3 The other type of anticompetitive question that

 4 courts and the FTC and authorities are concerned with is one

 5 called coordinated interaction.  Will the market be structured

 6 in such a way and are the products such that it's  easier to

 7 collude post-transaction as a result of this merg er?  I mean,

 8 can you sort of look at somebody, a competitor, w ink your eye

 9 at them and they will know where your pricing is going and you

10 will know where their pricing is going?  Anyone w ho has tried

11 to understand the PBM business would know that ju st cannot

12 occur here.

13 First of all, you have got the large number of

14 PBMs.

15 Secondly, you have got the sophisticated plan

16 sponsors and their consultants.

17 Third, it's hard enough -- it is very easy to say

18 PBM, it is hard to describe it and how it's sold.   Sometimes

19 with health care, like normal health care insuran ce; sometimes

20 apart.  The PBMs that are in the business, some a re affiliated

21 with insurance companies; some aren't.  Some are affiliated

22 with retail pharmacies; some are not.  Some are o wned by the

23 Blues plans; some are not.

24 There are all of these different players, differe nt

25 cost curves, a high degree of heterogeneity.  The  business is
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 1 highly complex and not transparent.  You can't sa y what's the

 2 price of the PBM product because the PBM product is designed

 3 for the specific plan sponsor.  What one plan spo nsor has in

 4 their design may be different than another plan s ponsor.

 5 It's very difficult to understand what the pricin g

 6 is and there is no transparency.  What I mean by that is

 7 Express Scripts doesn't know what Catalyst or SXC  or Prime or

 8 United or Cigna or Aetna are charging for their p roducts.

 9 They often don't even know if those companies are  the PBM

10 behind a certain plan.  So the notion that you co uld somehow

11 engage in coordinated interaction just doesn't wo rk.

12 Now, this is something I have spent the last eigh t

13 months on.  This is something they've spent the l ast eight

14 months on.  Dr. Simpson, their economist, apparen tly did not.

15 He's looking at an analyst's report, I think it's  a guy named

16 Gill who wrote an analyst's report.  Dr. Rozanski , our

17 economist from the Bates White, one of the top ec onometricians

18 in the country, spent months looking at the actua l bid data

19 and running econometrics, doing all the stuff tha t

20 Mr. Robertson did when he was at the FTC how long  ago, a year

21 ago.  Fancy things, UPP, diversion analyses, crit ical loss

22 analysis, merger simulations.  They all came out in favor of

23 the fact that the merger would not result in a pr ice increase.

24 So for them to come in last minute, after we clos e the

25 merger, sustained all of these costs associated w ith it,
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 1 rather than inconveniencing us a month before or two months

 2 before and letting the court hear it properly, to  come in with

 3 that kind of evidence and suggest that this shoul d be stopped

 4 in its tracks just makes no sense and it's incons istent with

 5 the law.  I don't know that we could find a singl e case where

 6 hold separate and divestiture was held post-consu mmation by a

 7 private action.  It would be highly unusual.

 8 At this point if the Court doesn't have questions  to

 9 me, I would like to turn it over to Mr. Keyte to address the

10 motion to dismiss.

11 THE COURT:  That's fine.

12 MR. ARONSON:  Thank you very much.

13 MR. KEYTE:  Thank you, Your Honor.

14 Well, I guess part of my challenge is to weave wh at

15 Mr. Robertson said relating to the motion to dism iss versus

16 the PI.

17 THE COURT:  I would ask you not to be redundant.

18 MR. KEYTE:  I will try.

19 As well as to separate out some of the issues

20 Mr. Aronson addressed on the merits and to look a t this

21 precisely in the framework of what can you decide  as a matter

22 of law.

23 We have broken that really into pieces:  Should

24 this case go forward as a matter of law, as a mat ter of

25 equity, as a matter of standing, and as a matter of merits,
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 1 but not getting into all of the issues that Mr. A ronson talked

 2 about.

 3 First I wanted to start with the equitable

 4 principles and focus on permanent injunctive reli ef.  The same

 5 principles apply.  There's no dispute as to the l aw that under

 6 Broadcom those same principles apply.

 7 So there still is a question about the balance of

 8 the hardships, is a permanent injunctive relief a ppropriate,

 9 is that equity warranted under a balance of the h ardships also

10 including issues of inexcusable delay?  That is a n appropriate

11 inquiry on a motion to dismiss and I will get int o the cases

12 that say that and limited to that.  No one disput es that

13 standard.

14 So the question is, do courts actually decide thi s

15 question of equity as a matter of law at this sta ge in the

16 case?  If they do, why do they do that?  And then  does that

17 apply here as well?

18 Well, the first question is, of course they do.

19 They decide this issue, should a case go forward as a matter

20 of law on permanent injunctive relief as a matter  of the

21 equities right now at this stage.  This is precis ely what

22 happened in Taleff on a 12(b)(6) motion.  It is w hat happened

23 in Ginsburg on a 12(c) motion.

24 Now, what do the Plaintiffs have to say about tha t?

25 They don't say anything about that.  They don't a ddress the
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 1 issue of whether this can and should be decided o n a matter of

 2 law when that's what the most recent cases do.

 3 In fact, what they say is that Ginsburg, well, th at

 4 involved a 12(c) motion and there was some discov ery.  Well,

 5 that's precisely our point.  It's a 12(c) motion and the

 6 discovery didn't matter.  Because what the court found there

 7 is that because of the equities, coupled with the  inexcusable

 8 delay, it would never come out the other way.  Th ere was

 9 nothing more to do, no amount of discovery was go ing to change

10 those fundamental facts.

11 That's what we have here as well.

12 So what was the rationale in those cases?  You

13 heard it over and over again.  It's a combination  of hardship

14 on the Defendants that are in the process of inte grating --

15 and there's no dispute that there's a process of integration

16 going on here -- and in combination with inexcusa ble delay.

17 Now, we have no dispute here, we talked at length

18 about what does that mean in light of American St ores, under

19 Ginsburg, under Taleff.  I did want to highlight that Ginsburg

20 and Mercy Health, those did involve cases where i t was a few

21 days before or a week before; and applying these equitable

22 principles in Ginsburg, they still dismissed the case under

23 12(c).

24 So the few days didn't matter.  The week didn't

25 matter.  Why is that?  It's because the Supreme C ourt
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 1 basically said, let me tell you when the clock sh ould run.  In

 2 American Stores, yes, they had it before them, th ey had the

 3 case before them, they had to talk about divestit ure as a

 4 remedy, they had to tell everybody, let me tell y ou when the

 5 clock started, as Mr. Aronson explained, they exp lained the

 6 clock started when the parties had notice of the intentions to

 7 go forward with the deal.  Not every little secre t piece along

 8 the way, but when there was notice of the parties ' intentions

 9 well before the completion or any kind of settlem ent with the

10 Government.  So the clock started when they knew this deal was

11 going forward.

12 We've had a motion about judicial notice, about S EC

13 disclosures.  So those are really undisputed fact s about when

14 the clock started.  It started at least eight mon ths ago.

15 It's actually, as a matter of fact, more egregiou s than the

16 cases that have decided this as a matter of law a nd have

17 dismissed the cases, and that's Taleff and Ginsbu rg.

18 The key also is that I know Mr. Robertson is goin g

19 to get up and talk about all the discovery he nee ds, and he

20 has mentioned that, but these facts will not chan ge.  These

21 precise facts as the issue of the balance of the hardships and

22 inexcusable delay cannot change as a result of di scovery.  You

23 can be six days from now, six weeks from now, or six months

24 from now, and that's not going to change.  That's  why these

25 courts have in fact dismissed those cases at this  point once
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 1 it is clear that those issues and those outcomes will not

 2 change.

 3 So even before you get to the question of standin g

 4 or you get to the question of merits and market d efinition,

 5 the case should be dismissed.  There is no law on  the other

 6 side of this issue.  Yes, in Tasty Baking they ad dressed

 7 laches, but they found there that on the facts la ches didn't

 8 apply.  But with the benefit of the framework set  by American

 9 Stores, it's clear here that it does apply, and i t applies in

10 a more compelling way than in Ginsburg and than i n Taleff, and

11 there is no dispute about it and Mr. Robertson ha s had nothing

12 to say about that.

13 THE COURT:  How do you respond to the argument th at

14 Mr. Robertson makes that he did in fact file a mo tion for TRO

15 prior to the merger here?

16 MR. KEYTE:  The question is, do you get court

17 relief prior to consummation?  That's what they a re looking

18 for.  In Ginsburg, they made the Plaintiffs file a PI earlier,

19 much earlier than that, to get the issue going.  So if it's

20 too late, that's Mr. Robertson's fault, that's hi s clients'

21 fault.

22 If they want to play the game, can we win or

23 persuade the FTC to do something and we will just  hold off,

24 well, that clock started seven or eight months ag o according

25 to the Supreme Court and Justice Kennedy.  So if you want to
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 1 play the game, you have to -- that's the risk.  I  might win in

 2 front of the FTC, but they could do it much earli er to

 3 preserve what they want to do with this Court.

 4 As Mr. Aronson explains, that's much different th an

 5 having the FTC involved where they're changing th e industry.

 6 This is concurrent jurisdiction.  They can have t his going any

 7 time after those eight months, and certainly in F ebruary and

 8 in March.

 9 THE COURT:  What about Mr. Robertson's argument

10 about the FTC and the courts potentially crafting  competing or

11 inconsistent remedies in a transaction like this?

12 MR. KEYTE:  Well, to some extent that is fine

13 because, you know, that's essentially a part of w hat American

14 Stores is saying.  You might have a different res ult.  You

15 might have a different result in court, you might  have a

16 different result with the FTC or the DOJ.  Their job is to get

17 into the courthouse when they're on notice that t his thing may

18 happen.  They're on notice, according to the Supr eme Court,

19 followed by Ginsburg, followed by Taleff, at leas t eight

20 months ago.

21 So this is why these other courts in Mercy and

22 Ginsburg say, hey, a couple of days here and ther e, that's not

23 your problem.  Your problem is you are on notice of this a

24 long time ago and you decided to, in a sense, sti ck with one

25 strategy, which is the FTC, or let's say it's the  DOJ, where
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 1 you always had the strategy of Section 16 of the Clayton Act.

 2 You have those rights.  Come to court.  There is no ripe in

 3 this issue.  That's a separate issue for an FCC o r some other

 4 jurisdiction.  There's no ripeness issue.  This h appens,

 5 frankly, all the time.

 6 Then you, in an orderly fashion, deal with the

 7 court on whether you need a PI hearing, and you d o it in a way

 8 in which you can actually litigate these issues p re-closing.

 9 That's because all the courts know that if you le t it go,

10 integration must occur.  It's inevitable.  It's p lanned for

11 months, and these equities necessarily occur.  Th at's why when

12 you have a combination of hardship on the merging  parties and

13 inexcusable delay, you dismiss the case.

14 They tried the strategy.  They lost at the FTC,

15 they didn't get in front of the court to try to s eek relief,

16 and that's their fault.

17 With respect to -- obviously irreparable harm

18 applies in the permanent injunctive relief.  Mr. Aronson went

19 over those points.  But they are relevant to this  as well.  In

20 their complaint there really are nothing but conc lusory

21 allegations of somebody might have a problem with  goodwill,

22 somebody might go out of business.  Given the con crete nature

23 of the compensable harm that's laid out in the co mplaint, that

24 too is a factor.  I think it's somewhat piling on  on the

25 hardship point, but certainly it is relevant.
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 1 Now, let me briefly address standing.  It is a

 2 complicated issue in antitrust.  We agree complet ely that for

 3 a damages action, you need to prove more.  You ne ed to prove

 4 that you're directly harmed and these other thing s.  I don't

 5 have an issue at all, we don't have an issue at a ll with

 6 Mr. Robertson on the law.

 7 But the key point is for Section 16 of the Clayto n

 8 Act, you have to prove or adequately allege antit rust injury,

 9 the type of injury the antitrust laws care about.   That's not

10 just:  I am making less money, I'm losing busines s, I will

11 lose business to mail order, I might even go out of business.

12 If that's a result of competition, you do not hav e antitrust

13 standing even if it is injury in fact under Artic le 3.  It's

14 been the law for a long, long time.  It was clari fied in

15 Cargill that it applies to permanent injunction a ctions.  We

16 have no question about that.

17 What we do question is their purported standing a s

18 a competitor, as a supplier, and as a consumer, a nd let's go

19 briefly through each of those.

20 On the competitor standing, this is the rarest ki nd

21 of standing.  But it only -- only occasionally do  courts even

22 find it.  Where is that?  It's really because of the Supreme

23 Court's decision in Cargill that said, we don't r eally trust

24 competitor complaints because competitors don't l ike

25 competition.  They don't like to lose business wh en a merger
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 1 creates a more efficient or even a more aggressiv e competitor

 2 that's trying to get its share.  So they reserved  in that

 3 case, well, if there is a likelihood demonstrable  of predatory

 4 pricing, something that would be illegal under th e antitrust

 5 laws, then maybe a competitor can prove standing.

 6 So there's case after case where a Plaintiff

 7 complains about somebody having a competitive adv antage and

 8 they're going to lose business.  That is all that 's going on

 9 here.  Somebody might shift to mail order; somebo dy might have

10 more lives and be more attractive to pharmacies o r to employer

11 groups.  More lives.  When you have more lives, t hat is scale,

12 but it's pro-competitive.  That's all this compla int does on a

13 competitor's side.  There are no allegations, let  alone detail

14 that allegation of illegal conduct that flows fro m the merger

15 itself.

16 They use the word "forcing" over and over again,

17 but all they are really talking about when you ge t to the

18 facts, which is required under Twombly, all they are really

19 talking about is competitive advantage from being  more

20 attractive.  And that's not enough.  And there ar e no cases

21 that the Plaintiffs cite here that applies to the ir facts.

22 Whereas Cargill and its progeny certainly says, t his is just

23 vigorous competition.  

24 It also applies to the exclusive agreements.  The y

25 say there will be more exclusive agreements from
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 1 pharmaceutical companies and specialty.  Those ar e giving them

 2 discounts to promote their products.  Perfectly l awful,

 3 perfectly fine.  If that somehow, I don't know ev en know how

 4 there is supposed to be more of that as a result of the

 5 transaction, if it's because there's more lives, well, that's

 6 also more attractive, and that's just competition .  That's at

 7 Paragraph 100 of the complaint, Your Honor.

 8 Now, with respect to sellers of pharmacy services ,

 9 there seems to be two theories.  One theory is, w ell, I am a

10 seller of pharmacy services and these vertically integrated

11 PBMs that also have mail order or specialty, they 're going to

12 shift business away from me.  Because they have m ore scale, I

13 will have more business shifted away from me and I will be

14 harmed.

15 There too there's a Third Circuit case of Alberta

16 Gas, which basically says shifting away to anothe r means of

17 distribution is not antitrust injury when it flow s from a

18 merger.

19 That's exactly what's happening here.  They are

20 really talking about -- they are talking about ma il order

21 being more with this merger for potentially more business

22 shifting to mail order from pharmacies.  That's e xactly the

23 kind of harm that could be harm in fact, but is n ot antitrust

24 injury because it's basically shifting the means of which you

25 get the prescriptions to the consumer.  I think i t's harm to
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 1 them in fact, but it's not an antitrust injury be cause it's

 2 not caused by that which makes the merger unlawfu l; it's just

 3 a change in business strategy even I think Mr. Ro bertson

 4 admitted was kind of an evolutionary change going  on.  That's

 5 furthered by the merger.  That doesn't matter bec ause it's not

 6 flowing from that which makes it unlawful, some p redatory acts

 7 that are enabled by the merger.

 8 So Alberta Gas -- and they didn't really have

 9 anything to say about Alberta Gas -- controls tha t issue.

10 The second one with respect to the sellers relate s

11 to this duopsony theory.  Well, the interesting t hing about

12 that is I think Plaintiffs concede that there nee ds to be a

13 restriction in output in pharmacy dispensing serv ices at the

14 end of the day.  You can't just have lower prices  that could

15 be passed on to consumers on the sell side and th en say,

16 that's a problem because it's coming out of my po cket.  That

17 would just be what is essentially a wealth transf er between

18 the pharmacies and the PBMs.  There needs to be h arm to

19 competition.

20 The courts have said, In Re Beef case, that needs

21 to be a restriction in output.  Here's their prob lem.  They

22 talk about West Penn and Bellevue.  They didn't r eally reach

23 the output issue.  They didn't really discuss it.   But what

24 did discuss it, which they cite to in Paragraph 1 13, is the

25 Caremark/AdvancePCS transaction.  If I could, You r Honor, I am
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 1 not sure that you have that, but I wanted to hand  up, if I

 2 could, the copy of the statement there.

 3 MR. ROBERTSON:  Do you have a copy for us?

 4 MR. KEYTE:  Yes, I do.  I assume you cited it in

 5 your brief, I thought you would.  But I am happy -- I might

 6 give you a highlighted copy.

 7 MR. ROBERTSON:  Your Honor, without belaboring it ,

 8 just to state on the record the same objection to  that as we

 9 did the previous FTC statement.  I don't want to waste any

10 time with the Court on that, but just so it's cle ar for the

11 record.

12 THE COURT:  I understand.

13 MR. KEYTE:  That's fine.  It is incorporated into

14 the complaint.

15 The point there is they explain the monopsony

16 theory, they explain in detail that there needs t o be this

17 very kind of sophisticated theory to apply, espec ially because

18 it leads to lower prices in the first instance th at can be

19 passed through.  Well, you need to restrict outpu t in pharmacy

20 services.  It's not just their pharmacy services;  it's

21 market-wide dispensing services.

22 In this very matter that they cite in their

23 complaint the FTC says, no.  And the reason why, which we

24 explained in our brief, is that the prescriptions  will be

25 filled.  You are not going to have an output redu ction in
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 1 pharmacy services.  What you're going to get out of these

 2 transactions, even if you assume lower reimbursem ent rates, is

 3 passed through to the employer groups and no redu ction in

 4 output, in the services, because even if they do shift, shift

 5 around from mail or to pharmacies, the prescripti ons will be

 6 filled.  So the very closing statement that they rely on for

 7 another issue in their complaint really is dispos itive on this

 8 second part of seller's standing.

 9 So what do they do?  It's kind of expected.  Well ,

10 now they are a consumer.  They are a consumer, th ey're an

11 employer group.  But the funny thing, if you look  at their

12 complaint, in Paragraph 32 and Paragraph 34 and a t Note 14,

13 they don't know who they are.

14 You have the first part of the complaint that say s,

15 some association members also purchased PBM servi ces directly

16 or indirectly.  Then there is a footnote that say s, some of

17 the association members have opted not to partici pate for

18 various reasons.  So you just kind of -- you don' t even know

19 who the Plaintiffs are.

20 Certainly the named Plaintiffs, as the Court may be

21 aware, don't fit the category because they need, in order to

22 be able to talk about monopsony and duopsony, the y need large

23 employer groups and a couple other adjectives I w ill get to.

24 So the named Plaintiffs aren't a consumer here.

25 Then they won't name the other ones because they
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 1 have people opting out.  So you don't really have  a Plaintiff.

 2 But the reason they have it in the complaint is

 3 because consumer standing is really the only one we can't

 4 really fight about when it comes to as a matter o f fact.  So

 5 here they don't really have basically any Plainti ffs, and that

 6 wouldn't be the kind of case they would probably want to

 7 pursue.

 8 Let me talk briefly about the Section 7 merits an d

 9 I will stick to the law, I think I am, I will sti ck to the

10 law.

11 THE COURT:  That's good.

12 MR. KEYTE:  Mr. Robertson leaves the Court with t he

13 impression I think that, well, market definition and

14 concentration figures, very fact intensive, I hav e a long

15 complaint, how could it not be, you know.  Well, the law has

16 come a long way from the days when you can just e ssentially

17 throw out a market definition that defines the ma rket so

18 narrowly you can have high market shares.  It's c ome a long

19 way from that.

20 And the controlling case in the Third Circuit is

21 Queen City Pizza.  They don't really deal with th at.  That's

22 where they enunciate the principle that if you do  not lay out

23 in the facts in the case that show both there is not

24 interchangeability with other products and there isn't

25 cross-elasticity in your complaint, you win a mot ion to
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 1 dismiss.

 2 It's followed by a very important case here, whic h

 3 is Invacare, which basically says you can't break  out

 4 customers into their own markets unless the produ ct is

 5 different, the product itself.

 6 Then you have another case, which is Total Benefi t

 7 Services, which we cite at Page 23, that says you  can't

 8 differentiate under that same theory between publ ic and

 9 private groups of customers.

10 Well, their complaint really violates every one o f

11 those rules on its face.  What is the motive?  Th e motive is

12 obvious.  I want to be able to say, they say in t heir

13 complaint, I want to be able to say duopsony and monopsony.  I

14 can't say that if there's ten significant competi tors.

15 So how do I do that?  Well, how I do that is I ha ve

16 to create -- I have to put a lot of adjectives in  any market

17 definition, which is full service, nationwide PBM  services to

18 large private employers.  For that, under Queen C ity Pizza,

19 you would have to actually allege facts, not just  language,

20 that they can't turn, that that kind of employer couldn't turn

21 to some other PBM and that other PBMs could not s upply those

22 employers.  And they don't lay that out.  They si mply assert

23 it because they need to try to have high market s hares.

24 In fact, on some markets, they go through, and yo u

25 read probably the hypothetical monopolies test an d they talk
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 1 about a lack of elasticity and things like that.  Nowhere

 2 under this market definition do they say that PBM s one through

 3 three have no, in a sense, competitive interactio n or are not

 4 an option for employer groups with PBMs four thro ugh ten.

 5 They don't even try.  They are not going to try t o say there's

 6 no cross-elasticity of an either demand or supply  from one

 7 through three versus four through ten.

 8 And, in fact, at Paragraph 10 they highlight that

 9 United, which is not one of these three, has the best buy.

10 They say, well, it's 40 out of 50.  There is just  40 out of 50

11 at the end of the day.  But all of that highlight s is they are

12 all competing, you can't measure the market share s by the

13 outcomes.  It's where is the allegation -- there shouldn't be

14 even ten.  Where's the allegation there is no com petitive

15 interplay of any kind in terms of the product its elf and in

16 terms of cost elasticity between, I will call the m, large

17 PBMs, medium PBMs, small PBMs?  It's not there.  And the

18 courts now say if it's not there, if it's not the re because it

19 can't really be there, if it's not there, you dis miss the

20 complaint as a matter of law.

21 This is why --

22 THE COURT:  Do I dismiss the complaint with or

23 without prejudice?

24 MR. KEYTE:  I think you dismiss the complaint wit h

25 prejudice.
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 1 THE COURT:  Under what theory?

 2 MR. KEYTE:  Under the theory that they have been --

 3 they know how to do this.  They do it in other pa ragraphs.

 4 They do it for other theories.  They have been at  it for eight

 5 months.  They cannot allege facts that would show  on the face

 6 of the pleading a lack of cross-elasticity of sup ply and

 7 demand here.

 8 THE COURT:  I don't know that, do I?  I know that

 9 only because you are telling me that.

10 MR. KEYTE:  It is absent, it is -- they do descri be

11 in I think Paragraph 15 that PBMs sell to all of these,

12 public, private, everybody.  So they kind of have  in their

13 complaint that everybody is in the game.  Then th ey just in a

14 conclusory way show in the adjectives to get down  to a three

15 to two, both on the buy side and sell side.

16 So they know what they are doing and they can't

17 meet the standard of showing that there's a disti nct product.

18 Now, I know that Mr. Robertson is going to say, n o,

19 you have to have -- if they are a big employer, y ou have to

20 have a nationwide network.  Of course.  The small  and medium

21 PBMs have nationwide networks.  That is not a dif ferent

22 product, that's just a different customer.

23 So they can't say it's a different product and th ey

24 can't say that there's a lack of cross-elasticity  between

25 them.  They did it in other areas.  They know the y don't have
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 1 the facts to do it.  So to some extent with the l ong complaint

 2 I think they're hoping to just squeeze by and try  to create

 3 fact disputes on that.

 4 Then I think --

 5 THE COURT:  Hold on for one second.  You said the y

 6 are hoping to squeeze by and try to create fact d isputes on

 7 that.  If your theory is correct, there should no t be any fact

 8 disputes.

 9 MR. KEYTE:  There won't be.  If we actually had t o

10 go through this and have discovery on this issue,  there

11 wouldn't be any fact disputes.  Then we would be back in front

12 of you on summary judgment.  We would have expert s and all of

13 this stuff and we would just say, we told you.

14 It's because they -- it is just not the economic

15 reality that their papers talk about, you have to  talk about

16 marketplace realities, commercial realities.  Wel l, the

17 commercial reality is PBMs can service employers of all sizes;

18 and since employers of all sizes and shapes can t urn to, other

19 than the big three, they can't allege facts that say

20 otherwise.  That's an independent basis to dismis s the

21 complaint.

22 The -- and, of course, everything else flows from

23 that.  Mr. Robertson can talk about presumptions of

24 anticompetitive effects.  Well, in actual competi tive effects,

25 for him it all depends on the three to two.  He i s not up here
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 1 saying, Your Honor, even if you say it's a ten to  nine case or

 2 I have to kind of concede that, that there's goin g to be

 3 anti-competitive effects.  He knows that that -- that he would

 4 lose that, that that cannot be the case.

 5 So his concentration figures are all dependent on

 6 duopsony, so-called duopsony, and monopsony.  So the whole

 7 case comes tumbling down on that legal issue, whi ch is

 8 controlled by Third Circuit law.

 9 Now, anything else I would say I believe would

10 overlap with Mr. Aronson, so I thank you.

11 THE COURT:  Okay.  Let's take a five-minute break .

12 (Recess taken).

13 (Back on record in open court).

14 THE COURT:  Okay.  Mr. Robertson.

15 MR. ROBERTSON:  Yes, Your Honor, thank you.

16 Allow me to try to go in order of what we just

17 heard.  I won't go over everything, just the thin gs I can try

18 to match.

19 Some of the things we heard from actually both

20 counsel involve a lot of evidence that they want to offer as

21 argument, but they're testifying.  That evidence isn't in the

22 record.  They could have, should have, this is a hearing on a

23 PI.  We offered evidence.  They have not.  They j ust have

24 argument.  That's not something that the Court sh ould follow

25 as being fact in my view.
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 1 THE COURT:  Although you will concede with respec t

 2 to the PI motion the burden is on you.

 3 MR. ROBERTSON:  Yes, Your Honor, but I offered

 4 evidence.

 5 THE COURT:  Okay.

 6 MR. ROBERTSON:  And I think that normally in all

 7 PIs I have done the other side is supposed to off er evidence

 8 to show what I said isn't true.  If they do that,  the Court

 9 can decide which one is right.  If you don't offe r any

10 evidence, you can't just argue that I'm wrong.  A n evidentiary

11 hearing means you have evidence, in my view, in m y experience

12 anyway.

13 Now, a good example is all of this stuff they sai d

14 their expert had done.  Very interesting, I would  love to see

15 that work.  They didn't submit any of that, it's not in his

16 declaration, it's not here, it's not before the C ourt.  So we

17 can't argue about it and let the Court guess what  it says.

18 Now, in terms of the first thing that counsel

19 mentioned, Mr. Aronson, and I will say that just to be clear

20 as to which counsel we're talking about, that the re are no

21 private cases and then later he talked about Tast y Baking,

22 which was a private case, and American Stores, wh ich was a

23 private case.  The reason why it's a private case , Your Honor

24 may not know, but the AGs can only sue on behalf of consumers.

25 So that's why it comes under the private side of the statute.
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 1 We heard American Stores being cited over and ove r

 2 again as precedent.  Obviously the Supreme Court is the

 3 highest precedent in the land -- I know you have heard about

 4 that lately in the newspaper.  But a one out of n ine justice

 5 concurrent statement is not.  That's why no one h as followed

 6 it, no court has.

 7 And also it's not what Justice Kennedy said.  Wha t

 8 he said is that the State of California could hav e sued four

 9 months earlier.  Well, they had sued four months after the FTC

10 had finished, after the merger had closed.  That was the point

11 that he was making.  But it's not precedent.  We can't keep

12 referring to, oh, following American Stores, the Court should

13 follow American Stores and follow Justice Kennedy 's

14 concurrence.

15 There are some concurrences of some cases we all

16 know where other justices join and it has the maj ority.  A

17 great antitrust case is the Hyde case, is a concu rrence that

18 is often cited because it made the most sense.  B ut not in

19 this case.  It's one justice and no courts follow ing it.  The

20 cases they said followed it don't follow it, don' t even

21 mention Justice Kennedy's concurrence.

22 They say you can't have a market with a particula r

23 group of customers.  Actually many of these cases  do.

24 Staples/Office Depot did.  Whole Foods did.  The market

25 justice people seeking premium, natural organic s tores, I was
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 1 actually on that case, I was counsel on that case , and, yes,

 2 you do do that.  We will discuss that as we get i nto the other

 3 side of the argument.

 4 I heard that the mail order was still in physical

 5 locations and haven't changed, interesting point I didn't

 6 know.  I think that's good to know now because th at helps with

 7 our argument.

 8 Having integration commonly done that fast, I hav e

 9 never seen it in my life, not even in small cases  that I have

10 done.

11 THE COURT:  Let's assume that it's done.  Let's

12 assume all the secrets are out.  Where does that leave you?

13 MR. ROBERTSON:  That still I ask for a hold

14 separate, and there is nobody that I know of, unl ess they are

15 just brilliant, that can memorize the rates of mi llions of

16 rates.  They have hundreds of rates just for the different

17 pharmacies, not just for the individual --

18 THE COURT:  Presumably they don't have one person

19 doing that.

20 MR. ROBERTSON:  You have to be pretty smart to

21 memorize all of that.

22 And I don't have a problem taking the risk that i f

23 you separate them now and move the documents back  and separate

24 them apart that people aren't going to remember e nough to know

25 how to set a particular price on a particular dru g in one of
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 1 the hundreds of rates to be identical to the othe r.  I think

 2 that would be very difficult for them to do.

 3 Now, in terms of they were planning for months.  On

 4 Friday morning they didn't know it was going to b e Monday

 5 morning.  The FTC hadn't told them yet.  So all o f this

 6 planning, it's interesting they would do that any way.  That

 7 doesn't have anything to do with what they did be tween Friday

 8 when they found out, we don't know when it was, b ut sometime

 9 during the day, and Monday morning at 8:10.  That  doesn't have

10 anything to do with the fact they planned months and months in

11 advance for a decision that could have happened a t any time,

12 not just that particular weekend.

13 In terms of there being separate systems, I heard

14 counsel say that he agreed that there are separat e systems.

15 Well, that's going to be very important as I get into what the

16 hold separate should be.  I thought that was key,  a key

17 admission.

18 Now, in terms of all of this stuff about their

19 Medco is somehow failing before the merger, a fai ling firm

20 defense, if they want to try that, I would be hap py as can be,

21 because they can't meet the elements of a failing  firm

22 defense.  Failing firm defense requires a company  to be

23 unprofitable, about ready to go into bankruptcy, and that

24 nobody else would buy them.  There's no evidence anybody else

25 had even made an offer or that it was offered for  anybody else
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 1 to buy.  There are no elements of a failing firm defense.  But

 2 I would love to try that because there's no facts  to support

 3 that.

 4 They mention a lot of business about selling to

 5 plans, meaning the employers.  I don't think I ha ve asked them

 6 to stop selling to employers.  They can do that.  That wasn't

 7 what we were proposing, what we were talking abou t.  We were

 8 talking about their relationships with the pharma cists.

 9 They mention, Mr. Aronson mentioned in response t o

10 the issue of holding the systems separate that pu tting systems

11 together takes time.  I agree.  They haven't done  it yet.  So

12 that's why we want to keep it where it is.

13 They mentioned a lot of cases that talk about

14 people filing during the FTC review period.  Love  to see them.

15 In terms of their issuance of the 8K and why do w e

16 file when we did.  They issued an 8K saying they are going to

17 close the next week; we filed the next day, that' s why we did

18 it on that day.  We filed when we thought we real ly had to do

19 something.  We were told up until that point that  they were

20 negotiating a remedy.  Didn't look like all of a sudden when

21 we saw an 8K saying we were going to close next w eek that

22 there was a remedy in the works.  First time it o ccurred to us

23 there wasn't going to be a remedy, and you can te ll from the

24 statement of the FTC they were real close, it end ed up being a

25 2 to 2 vote on the remedy.
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 1 In terms of -- well, people work now at Medco -- at

 2 Express Scripts, not Medco, okay, in all hold sep arates that's

 3 typically the case.  In LabCorp, LabCorp paid the  wages of the

 4 west coast company.  The companies are merged, of  course, the

 5 human resource element is going to be together an d, in fact,

 6 they have to pay and make sure they keep those ke y employees.

 7 That's typical, that's typical in a hold separate  that that

 8 occurs.  It occurs in every, every hold separate order and,

 9 Your Honor, I could give you a dozen of them, tha t's usually

10 in the hold separate order, nothing that is unusu al about

11 that.

12 Why did we file the TRO and then the pleadings on

13 Monday morning?  Never occurred to us they would actually

14 close before 8:10 on Monday morning.  But what ac tually

15 happened is we had to get, because we didn't want  to do an

16 ex parte TRO, under the rules here we wanted to t alk with

17 counsel.  We did that.  Then he didn't get back t o us until

18 3:30 in the afternoon.  We talked with the clerk here in court

19 and found out that we had been assigned a judge a nd we were

20 told that the magistrate would hear TROs, but we had to go

21 ahead and get the TRO there so a new judge could be

22 reassigned.  That was our understanding of how th at worked and

23 in fact that's what happened.

24 But we did want to make sure that we got the TRO

25 filed, after I talked to Mr. Aronson and explaine d that's what
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 1 we were going to do and we were moving for a TRO,  and I

 2 explained my conversation with the court earlier,  so we did

 3 exactly what we were supposed to do.

 4 In terms of the Seventh Circuit case, the FTC

 5 restructured the deal.  Well, FTC does it all the  time.  In

 6 fact, there are ten times as many consent orders that they do

 7 every year than actually go to court and litigate .  It's

 8 typical what the FTC does, the Department of Just ice does the

 9 same thing, where typically you look for some kin d of conduct

10 remedy or a divestiture of some kind.  Restructur ing the deal

11 is commonly what all the agencies do in these cas es and we

12 understood that's what was actually going on, and  you can tell

13 that from the statement.

14 Tasty Baking, this business about it being secret ,

15 that's a bunch of baloney, Your Honor.  I hate to  say it.  But

16 you look at the dates in the case, it was made pu blic and they

17 filed six weeks later.  Court didn't have a probl em with that.

18 They saw they were moving fast.  For us to move i n one day and

19 get this thing done, a lot of people on my team d idn't sleep,

20 haven't slept since almost for a few weeks, we mo ved as fast

21 as we could in trying to get our people together,  our clients

22 together, and get the evidence in here for today.   We have

23 been working very, very hard.  To say we are sitt ing on our

24 hands is, frankly, insulting.

25 Now, the deference to the FTC, I think I have
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 1 discussed that.  I think the law is clear.  I don 't need to

 2 waste any time on that.

 3 I could pick out statements from what the FTC sai d

 4 and I am going to point Your Honor to a couple of  them.  We

 5 could do that all day long.  Let's look at cases where it has

 6 actually been decided in front of courts and afte r hearings,

 7 which the two statements they put in do not.

 8 In terms of whether there are enough pharmacies, I

 9 thought I heard counsel say maybe there are too m any

10 pharmacies.  That's not something for them to dec ide.

11 Competition should decide that, not a merger.  No t a merger.

12 They may think it's more efficient to get rid of pharmacies.

13 And if competition leads to that result, that's o ne thing.

14 But for a merger to do that, that's why we have t he Clayton

15 Act.

16 In terms of, well, we can just go complain to the

17 FTC later and maybe they will do something, I wis h that were

18 true.  Judge, the Court can take judicial notice of this,

19 Intel took six years before they filed a complain t.  I was the

20 lead counsel.  It's in the record.  It took Unica l, which I

21 also tried, I tried that case, nine years from th e beginning

22 of the investigation to the time the filing got t here.  My

23 clients don't have that kind of time, Your Honor.

24 In terms of goodwill, I think our declarations

25 speak for themselves.  But they also mentioned no t just going
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 1 out of business, but Defendants skipped over the reduction of

 2 services.  Very clear in the Klingensmith declara tion and

 3 Mr. Smith and Mr. Cippel both talk about reducing  services

 4 because they can't afford them.  When you reduce services,

 5 then your customers come in and they can't be ser ved or they

 6 can't get service on Sunday, they can't get the s ervice that

 7 they have had for years, they don't like it, you lose

 8 goodwill.  Very simple.  And customers are harmed .

 9 THE COURT:  Aren't you asking me to make multiple

10 jumps?  Isn't that suggestion making multiple spe culative

11 jumps?

12 MR. ROBERTSON:  Not when you have a declaration

13 that says, we will reduce services.  That's what they expect

14 to have happen.  It's not speculation.  It's the only evidence

15 in the record.  Their argument is speculation.  W hen you have

16 people who make declarations and make those state ments, then

17 that is not speculation.  And Mr. Cippel knows, b ecause he has

18 been through this process from his interaction wi th Express

19 Scripts over the last year where he has had to cl ose two

20 stores, he has had to reduce services.  This is n ot

21 speculation for him.  It's real.  It's real.  Tha t's why he

22 signed that declaration.  That is evidence, and t he Court

23 doesn't have anything to the contrary, and this i s an

24 evidentiary hearing.  So I would submit to the Co urt that that

25 is what the evidence is.
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 1 THE COURT:  So you're suggesting to the Court tha t

 2 simply because it appears in a declaration, that I should --

 3 that that should answer my questions about specul ation?

 4 Suppose that your declarants are speculating?

 5 MR. ROBERTSON:  I don't think -- I suppose if I

 6 could take your hypothetical, let's suppose they are just

 7 guessing, then, Your Honor, you could decide that  that's

 8 speculative.  But that's not the way they're writ ten.  That's

 9 not what he is saying.  And Your Honor is here ob viously for a

10 purpose, to make a decision.  And Your Honor has every right

11 to make whatever decision Your Honor wants to mak e; otherwise,

12 we wouldn't be here.  So I am trying to give the Court what we

13 have, the best evidence we have, and only to poin t out that we

14 don't see evidence on the other side.

15 Now, in terms of all of this good stuff Mr. Arons on

16 was mentioning that they have internal business p lans that

17 talk about what the market is and all of these th ings, we've

18 never seen them.  They are not before the Court.  It's

19 interesting, but it is not before the Court.

20 On the bond issue that we don't -- we only cite F TC

21 cases.  We actually cite no FTC cases.  We cite t wo private

22 suits that are in our brief.  So that is just -- he was just

23 mistaken on that point.

24 In terms of --

25 THE COURT:  So are you saying that 65(c) is
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 1 discretionary?

 2 MR. ROBERTSON:  Yes, Your Honor.  That's what the

 3 rule is here in the Third Circuit.  It may be dif ferent

 4 elsewhere, but that's the way it is here.

 5 He mentioned that they may lose customers, but

 6 there is no evidence of that.

 7 They have a different view of market shares; no

 8 evidence of that.

 9 They have different evidence of elasticity; that' s

10 not before the Court.

11 Saying that, he also said he agreed with the

12 presumption, but they didn't rebut the presumptio n with

13 evidence.

14 One of the first things Mr. Aronson mentioned was

15 this issue with Walgreens.  That is in Plaintiffs ' Exhibit 22,

16 which was one of the things I had up on the scree n earlier,

17 this is the Q&A.  The Q&A goes through a couple o f things.

18 First it says:  How will the merger impact my rei mbursement?

19 Will my remittance schedule change?  Which, of co urse, is what

20 we are here fighting over.

21 It says:  Decision has not yet been made on how

22 remittances will be handled.  Accordingly, it is business as

23 usual until decisions are made.

24 Then the question is:  Walgreens is not in the

25 Express Scripts network, but is in Medco's networ k.  Will
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 1 Walgreens be included in the merged company's net work?

 2 Well, for the time being there are no changes in

 3 the Express Scripts network or the Medco network.   As of this

 4 date, Walgreens is not in the Express Scripts net work.  We

 5 remain open to having Walgreens in the Express Sc ripts

 6 network, but only at rates and terms that are rig ht for

 7 Express Scripts clients.

 8 Now, pretty clear that Walgreens is one large cha in

 9 in the association.  They're not a plaintiff in t he case.  But

10 it was raised by counsel as if they, because they  have some

11 great market power, that they have some clout ove r this new

12 company.  Doesn't appear so.  This new company co uld say, you

13 get the rates you have already bargained for with  Medco,

14 that's fine with us.  Instead they want to get lo wer

15 reimbursement rates and will keep them out until they agree

16 with that.  That is a big chain.

17 What about all the community pharmacists we

18 represent?  Where do they stand?  How much clout do they have?

19 And I submit to the Court they have a heck of a l ot less than

20 Walgreens, that's for sure.

21 Now, also on the laches stuff, I think we briefed

22 this to death and I don't want to go too much fur ther into it

23 except some of the cases and the way they cite th em, I think

24 they are inaccurate, I think they speak for thems elves.  One

25 of the things that was raised in a couple of the cases was
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 1 that they did not actually try to work with the F TC during the

 2 process, for example, on the Garabet case, and sa id if they

 3 can show that they engaged in a sustained adminis trative

 4 strategy, that would change the way the court loo ked at it.

 5 I have heard, and I think we can now all agree,

 6 that we have had a sustained strategy trying to f ight this

 7 burden for a long time.  So I think that their ca ses just

 8 don't fit and don't apply to this case.

 9 In turning to the motion to dismiss, very briefly ,

10 I mention again the American Stores issue.  I thi nk we led off

11 with that.  They made it sound like that was bind ing

12 precedent.  It's not even close.  And it's not al so what

13 Justice Kennedy said.

14 In terms of he mentioned Tasty Baking, again, the y

15 filed that case I believe six weeks, 40 some days  after the

16 holding.  They were moving fast.  We moved in one  day and that

17 was pretty fast, faster than I have ever been abl e to pull

18 something like this off with as big a team as we have been

19 able to get volunteers.

20 In terms of that there's injury and it must be fr om

21 competition and not from some other source, well,  not only

22 have we alleged that it comes from a lessening of  competition,

23 which we have, they don't really say we don't, th ey just want

24 to argue facts and make it sound like it isn't tr ue.  That's

25 called a motion for summary judgment or an eviden tiary
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 1 hearing, which we are here on one day, today, and  I don't see

 2 any evidence of that.

 3 We have been saying that it's due to lack of

 4 competition.  Our evidence is that it's from less  competition,

 5 and we have alleged that, and the cases actually say that the

 6 claims that we have are, if proven, are harm to c ompetition.

 7 On a motion to dismiss, we believe that the Court  has to

 8 accept the facts as true as pled.  Accepting the facts as

 9 true, we have alleged harm from competition.

10 Counsel, Mr. Keyte, mentioned the Cargill case a

11 couple of times.  Very interesting case.  Interes ting part

12 about it at the end is that the Court said you co uld have a

13 claim for below cost pricing as a competitor.  We  have one

14 here.  That's exactly what one of the biggest com plaints is,

15 that they pay below our cost for even buying the drugs much

16 less any other cost.  That is below cost pricing.

17 Counsel even went on to say that if we did that,

18 that would be illegal.  Well, I welcome that.  Be cause then

19 when we prove that case, they have a real problem  because it's

20 illegal.  Well, it is what they're doing.

21 Now, he then went on to say, there is no case tha t

22 describes this buyer power, for example.  Well, W est Penn did,

23 Bellevue did, and in fact it was exactly that iss ue.  And in

24 the health care industry it was exactly the same issue.  And

25 as the Third Circuit said, West Penn got it right .
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 1 I don't know if I used the word revolutionary, bu t

 2 if I did, I think that some of the things they do  because they

 3 now have power, that they have, maybe I character ized as

 4 revolutionary, I am not sure I would use the word .

 5 THE COURT:  I think you said evolutionary.

 6 MR. ROBERTSON:  Okay.  I just don't usually say

 7 that word.  It just kind of puzzled me there for a minute.

 8 But I can at least agree it sure sounded about wh at they're

 9 doing.

10 In terms of their argument that buyer power is no t

11 a claim, again, West Penn and Bellevue, and they mentioned a

12 line from one of the Commission's statements, and  the fact is

13 that the Third Circuit doesn't agree with them.  That's what

14 West Penn says.  Bellevue case couldn't agree wit h them.

15 Happens to be the same attorney who is now a comm issioner who

16 wrote that statement.

17 The courts just don't agree with them.  It is not

18 surprising.  People don't agree with commissioner s at the FTC

19 all the time.  If they did, they would have an ea sier job, and

20 I worked there, as counsel mentioned, for most of  the last ten

21 years, and I wish everybody always agreed with me .  They just

22 don't.

23 The FTC is out there doing things that are not

24 always what the law is because they're trying to shift the law

25 in different directions, that's part of what an a gency does,
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 1 it's built in, I believe.

 2 What they think and what their opinions are are n ot

 3 law until you have a case that's adjudicated in f ront of a

 4 judge and goes up where an Article III judge says , that's the

 5 law.  I think that goes all the way back to the b eginning of

 6 time in this country and it still is still true t oday.

 7 He mentioned we didn't have any other cases that

 8 were private cases on the laches defense.  We hav e the Fannie

 9 case in the Western District of Pennsylvania, 445  F.Supp 65,

10 it's in our brief.  Morgan versus Sharon, again W estern

11 District of Pennsylvania.  We did cite cases.  Th ere are cases

12 on point.

13 Now, he mentioned that no one would ever think of

14 looking at these big 3 as the big 3.  That's some  fiction I

15 guess we made up.  He didn't use the word fiction , but just to

16 abbreviate what I think his argument was.  Well, the CEO of

17 Medco in our complaint, we are not pleading this stuff, said:

18 Everyone is always focused on your two primary co mpetitors.  I

19 am not seeing a lot of secondary PBMs in the mix at all, I am

20 really not.  That's what he said, quote.

21 And also in terms of coordination, Medco's CEO sa id

22 and we quoted him:  There are many reasons why yo u should

23 believe the pricing environment will be responsib le and

24 stable, and because there's no reward for irrespo nsibility on

25 the pricing side -- have there been one example o f, wow, that
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 1 was aggressive.  And he goes on to say, no.

 2 That's what you see in an environment where

 3 coordination is more likely.  No one is sticking their neck

 4 out to be more aggressive.  The one company that was before

 5 this merger was Medco.  Medco was a maverick.  As  Commissioner

 6 Brill said, they're the ones that were disrupting  the game

 7 here.  They were paying pharmacies more than Expr ess Scripts

 8 was.  That's because they were being competitive.

 9 Now, this is a statement that was just made just

10 last year.  So it's not like we can't rely on wha t they're

11 saying as evidence, which we put in our complaint , it's

12 properly pled, there was no contrary evidence, an d I think

13 unless the Court just thinks it should be disbeli eved for

14 whatever reason, I think that it is the only evid ence in the

15 case on that point.

16 In terms of fact there may be one or two, and I c an

17 get the names of the one or two that opted out of  the

18 thousands of the pharmacies in the group, that do esn't change

19 anything.  In fact, there are lots of cases, clas s actions are

20 a good example, where you have people that will o pt out for

21 whatever reason, and they do, but for the associa tions, and it

22 is only from one association, the other associati ons and

23 private Plaintiffs here, they're not opting out, they're here,

24 they are standing strong.

25 THE COURT:  Who are these "some" that are referre d
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 1 to in the paragraphs that counsel pointed to?

 2 MR. ROBERTSON:  I am sorry?

 3 THE COURT:  Who are the some, S-O-M-E, that the

 4 complaint --

 5 MR. ROBERTSON:  I would tell you, Your Honor, I

 6 would rather do it not in open court because I do n't have the

 7 authority to say it.  I would be happy to submit it to

 8 Your Honor in a separate document if I could do t hat.  I think

 9 there are our own reasons for not wanting to part icipate and

10 it is their choice.  It is very few.  I think it is only two,

11 but I can find out the exact number and let Your Honor know,

12 from what we know at this point.

13 In terms of there being any difference between

14 national PBMs and local PBMs, counsel made it sou nd like it's

15 all the same, any PBM in a small town can be a na tional PBM.

16 He made it sound like that was what the FTC was s aying in

17 their statement back in the Caremark deal.  That' s not

18 accurate.  That's not what the FTC said.  Actuall y they had a

19 concern about large employers at the time.  They stated that:

20 The reason why they didn't have a concern was tha t there was

21 competition from the remaining independent full s ervice PBMs

22 with national scope.  They listed Medco, Express Scripts, and

23 Caremark.  Two of those are now merged.  And they  mentioned

24 there were significant additional competition fro m several

25 health plans, that would include United, and seve ral retail
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 1 pharmacy chains, that would include Walgreens, wh ich got out

 2 of the business since then, couldn't do it, could n't hack it.

 3 So the world has changed.  But there they told us

 4 they were agreeing with us that there was an issu e, a

 5 difference for a full service national PBM, and t hat there was

 6 competition which now no longer exists both from Walgreens and

 7 also from Express Scripts and Medco because the t wo are now

 8 merged.

 9 So to read into that something different like the y

10 would come up with the same decision based on tha t statement I

11 think is reading too much into it, but we have al leged that

12 there is a difference between -- I think it's Par agraph 105

13 and 106, 107, we explain what the difference is f or national

14 PBMs, and when you are a large company with 100,0 00 employees

15 scattered across the United States, you want a PB M that

16 happens to be scattered across the United States and has

17 contracts with all the pharmacies all across the United

18 States, not just some place in East Texas or some thing.  So

19 there is a difference.

20 Is it a different product?  Yes, it is.  As much as

21 it is going to a large store to buy office suppli es like

22 Staples and Office Depot, one could also buy pape r somewhere

23 else, and that was their defense.  That was their  defense.

24 You could buy paper anywhere else.  The Court did n't buy that.

25 It said, no, but there is competition at a differ ent level
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 1 between you two companies and, in fact, that's wh at we quoted

 2 in the complaint, that their own CEOs were saying  they were

 3 doing.  So that is what the actual evidence is, n ot argument.

 4 Then finally, my friend, Mr. Keyte said:  And the n

 5 if this is a fact issue, we can come back with ev idence.

 6 Well, that was today.  On a motion to dismiss you  don't come

 7 back with evidence either; you file a motion for summary

 8 judgment after there has been some discovery.  Bu t coming back

 9 with evidence is not an argument for a motion to dismiss.

10 I think I tried my best, Your Honor, to just hit

11 the highlights and not redo anything that I did b efore.  I

12 just want to reiterate that we really believe thi s is harmful

13 to our clients and we believe that we have come h ere as

14 Congress intended to an Article III judge and we' re asking for

15 help.  Unless Your Honor has any more questions, that

16 concludes my remarks.

17 THE COURT:  Okay.  I just had one more question f or

18 either Mr. Aronson or Mr. Keyte.  With respect to

19 Mr. Robertson's argument that there is no evidenc e of record

20 that you all have presented on the issues that yo u discussed,

21 how do you respond to that?

22 MR. ARONSON:  Yes, Your Honor.  The evidence of

23 record, which obviously was put together very qui ckly, that's

24 when this turned into a PI motion just a couple d ays ago, is

25 the affidavit -- the declaration of Mr. Ebling, w hich is very
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 1 detailed on the integration, and the declaration of George

 2 Rozanski, who is an economist that's been immerse d in these

 3 facts.  That's our factual evidence, and I would ask the Court

 4 to read a good reading of the FTC as well.

 5 THE COURT:  The Court will take the arguments und er

 6 advisement and will issue a decision in due cours e.  The Court

 7 will stand in recess.

 8 (Record closed).

 9  

10  

11  

12 C E R T I F I C A T E 

13                I, Richard T. Ford, certify that t he foregoing 

14 is a correct transcript from the record of procee dings in the 

15 above-titled matter. 

16 S/Richard T. Ford  ______________________________ ____ 

17  

18  

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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